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NEW YORK
Warner Bros. Is Sinking
Yes, the Warner Bros./Reprise label family is sinking a whole lot of
money into a series of high-quality
ads to support older, but highly
praised contemporary albums. Keeping a single alive for six months in
hope of a major breakout is an old
story, but never giving up on album
product is a new trend. Fortunately,
the product that the company has
selected to keep alive is more than
worth the effort. Critically acclaimed
efforts by Van Dyke Parks and
Randy
Newman
were
the
first
albums in the drive. Using negativesell themes such as "Felix Pappalardi
produces
the
Cream
and
one other group. We have the other
group" (for Canada's
Kensington
Market), "Joni Mitchell Is 90% Virgin," (because only 10% of the people
that would like her have bought her
album) and "We lost $10,354 on this
album"
(for Van Dyke
Parks),
Warner Bros, has been providing;
readers of underground papers with
more entertainment than is usually
found in the regular sections. It's a
great campaign and we hope they
make back their $10,354.
IN SOUNDS sfitiJeff Beck Group
(with luck), Joe Cocker & the Grease
Band and NRBQ headline the Fillmore East this weekend. Fillmore
headliners in the next few weeks include the Band (in their N.Y. debut),
the Who, Sly & the Family Stone
. . . Steve Paul has devoted the rest
of April and the first part of May to
trying out a few of the newcomers
at the Scene, developing acts for the

long, hot summer. As always, the
usual crew of visiting musicians will
be on hand to contribute their talents
. Big Mama Thornton moves into
Ungano's for a week, starting tonight
(28) . . . Sea Train, who's long-awaited
album for A&M may finally be released, is at the Cafe Au Go Go for
a week . . . The Bitter End carries
over David Ackles along with Spider
John Koerner & Willie Murphy and
headliner David Steinberg.
APPLAUSE TO Bob Hamilton, promo

Bert Sommer

Foundations

man with Remember Records, for
turning out an informative radio station plug sheet, coupled with just the
right amount of hype.
The Foundations pioneered new
ground last week when they filled in
lor the Temptations at the Copa. The
Uni Records top-selling group, completely self-contained, became the
first rock band to play the New York
club. (The Tempts, reportedly beset
by those good old 'internal problems,'
were last seen heading for Detroit).

HOLLYWOOD

Jerome MacMurray

looking for important news in boldface. There are lots of other bits of
useless information buried herein.
We often wondered what Scenehanger-on Bert Sommer did, and we
found out last week when Capitol released his first self-penned single. Not
just another singer-writer, Sommer
packs commerciality in every punch.
'A' side is "Hold The Light," but the
flip, "She's Gone," is also strong. Not
bad for a hairy young kid.
Mr. Nickels' Juke Box Shop, offerMills answer?

The Mail Animal
Publisher Stanley Mills (in town
last week showing tunes for Tree and
Zodiac Music as well as his own copyrights in September and Galahad) is,
by nature, a compulsive worrier. Consequently,
he asked
that
indie
producer pal Charles Grean check his
office in N.Y. and make sure that
everything was going smoothly. Dashing to the airport last Thursday, Mills
showed us Grean's letter. It went
something like this:
Dear Stanley:
As you suggested, I stopped in at the
office this morning and everything is
just fine. The man came in to fix
your hi-fi set and he said it was
ruined because. you were playing so
many bad songs on it. It will cost
$85.79 and will be ready in four
months.
Victor called and asked for a penny
rate on "Think Summer" so I gave
it to them. Those two new writers
you've been working with came up
with six really great songs — George
Pincus is publishing them.
WBZ in Boston called and asked
for seven copies of "Feelin"' so I
referred them to the nearest record
• store in their area.
There's a marvelous new group I've
discovered — eight guys and four
chicks — they do a naked rock act
and they've been rehearsing in your
office. The rug is pretty messy but
it probably can be cleaned.

CHICAGO
World Wide Record Dist., Dot's local
branch, is doing business in temporary
quarters at 7624 N. Austin, Skokie, 111.,
since the recent fire which completely
destroyed the former premises and the
distrib's entire stock. Branch manager
Al Avers hopes to have the operation
all settled in permanent headquarters
within the next thirty days. New address will be 6643 Howard St., Niles,
Illinois . . . The Green Lyte Sunday,
managed by Chi-based Shelton-Carlins
Inc., reportedly broke some house re26

Group was in town for the Fillmore
East, but Fillmore manager Kip Cohen
gave them a release. On a visit to
the CB offices, with Beta's Jeff Wax
the group revealed that the Copa
management had promised them a
summershot in 1970.
Top arranger/producer Gary Sherman nominated for a Pulitzer Prize
in music for his symphonic poem,
"Idioms," performed recently
at
Philharmonic Hall by the New York
Orchestral Society under the baton
of Joseph Eger.
John Lennon and Paul McCartney
are two Beatles. They have nothing
whatsoever to do with this column.
We just thought we'd remind everybody to stop skim-reading the column,

Your electric typewriter caught fire
but we put it out right away. You can
still see some of the Tetters.
The phone company called and said
the last check bounced
so they are
installing a pay phone in your office.
I had them put it on the left side of
the piano so it's not too noticeable.

ing reconditioned, early model 45 rp
machines to the public, is the late
venture by Dom Sicilia, music bu
ness ad man. The shop will open M
16, and will be open Tuesdays throu
Saturdays until 7 p.m. or by appoi
ment. The store, located at 1105 Fi
Ave., between 60th and 61st Stree
also rents juke boxes for parties.
Our favorite group watchers, COD
and Cleo, have temporarily taken
residence on the West Coast, but tl
faithfully continue to pass on ne
of interest, such as: Love, an ea
L.A. rock group and one of our
vorites, is being reincarnated
Arthur Lee . . . Black Pearl, an
Boston group built around the
Barbarians, is getting good react
in live performance. Atlantic I
their first album, already in relei
. . . Alice Cooper, an L.A. band sign
to Frank Zappa's Bizarre label,
heading East. On their agenda,
portedly, is a live concert with 1
Dylan!. . . Rhinoceros living on
Coast for a few weeks while cutt
their second Elektra LP with Da
Anderle . . . A new club in L j
the Climax, screens horror flicks
the ceiling while patrons lie on
floor . . . Also new to the L.A. sc|
is the Experience, a Scene-type
mosphere club aimed at musicis
Thanks, C&C for another West Cc|
report!
Capitol recording artist Ray Br
(from Down Under) dropped up]
see us last week, on the first lej
his first American tour. Ray's !
LP, "Just Ray Brown," has |
been released.
TIE & JACKET — Paul Anka at
Copa . . . Don Ho at the Em
Room . . . Marilyn Maye opei
at the Rainbow Grill tonight I
tab at 21. Come to think of it
your turn.

Dear Charlie:
Thanks for all your help. This to
let you know that I didn't forget you
while I was making the rounds in
L.A. In fact I almost negotiated a
very big job lor you as A&R director
of a new twelve million dollar label.
But they offered only $85,000 a year.
I told them to forget it.
When I gave your regards to Mo

Regards,
Charlie

Ostin, he asked if you'd be interested
in producing Sinatra's next LP. I told
him that a 12% royalty deal was out
of the auestion.
But knowing how much you enjoy
playing the bass fiddle, I set it up
lor you to fly in (at your own expense)
for the next Martin Denny session.
Will be back Friday. Pick me up at
Kennedy (TWA flight 600 arriving
6:43 A.M.) and I'll pick up the lunch

Valerie Maria Schwarzer, a 20
old blonde, blue eyed Lorelei,
in Voslau, Austria is our "West C
Girl of the Week." As personal
retary to J.D. Productions' c
Rocky Powers, Valerie is eha|
with sending along those weekly
paganda sheets on the firm's arl
She lists painting, music and sa
as
her
hobbies;
speaks
t
languages (English, French, Gerr
fluently even tho' she didn't kne;
word of English when she ari
here seven years ago. She admit
any language) she still doesn't I
the meaning of "love."
AUM is the new moniker for Cs
Records' mag (formerly Teen ni
going on sale this week. Dictio
definition of AUM
i"a mantric
. . . interpreted as having I
sounds representing creation, pr
vation and destruction." Also ii
contraction of Americans Under-tW
Magazine . . . Indie promoman M
Borchetta has added Paul JofRj
to his staff — he'll be handling
promotion and assist Borchetta x l j . ' l
currently repping ' Glen Camf i11.
Tommy Roe, the Ventures, SumM
Records, Willie & Red Rubber I 4
the Four Seasons and the Guess 'J
Chartmaker Inc., the west ra
indie headed by Steve Clark and**]
Ross, has acquired Teran Music (•?
(Con't. on Pat I

cords during their recent string of engagements in the Denver and Colorado
Springs areas. Group arrived in New
York 4/22 to begin a two-weeker in
The Cheetah . . . We received word
from Don Logan and Ronnie Lewis of
Stan's in Shreveport, La., that Paula
outing "The Hen" by Louis Chachere
is developing into quite a big item in
the southern market. Deck's enjoying
both pop and r&b action . . . Tiny Tim
fun Sharon Fox deserves mention for
the time, effort and energy she has put
into the compiling of a list of "Tiny's
friends and fans" from all over, town,
which she hopes to present to him

when he arrives for his Sherman
House date 5/13-26. As a matter of fact,
her efforts are receiving almost as
much press coverage as Tiny's last
visit! . . . London's Erwin Barg says
he has a million hits going for him but,
for lack of space, we'll only mention
the following: "The Way It Used To
Be" by Engelbert Humperdinck, "Nothing But A Heartache" by The Flirtations, "Sherry Cherry Train" by Georgia Clay, "Love Is A Four Letter Word"
by Joan Baez and "Young People" by
Willie Mitchell . . . Popular air personality Ron Riley, formerly with WLS,
has joined the WCFL deejay, staff . . .

Transamerica's Wayne Juhlin » L
man on the go this week, introd! ®
the new Patti Austin single "F! j|
Tree" (UA), covering the Bill IM|
show in the Aragon and, finally P I
ducting a local p.a. tour for the
Lads, who c a m e in from a MilwM!
date to promote their new single
Heart's Symphony" (UA) . .
Torme and comedian Charlie <
will be appearing in Mister KQJ
4/28-5/11 . . . Aretha Franklin <™|
in May 2 & 3 for some concerts
Auditorium Theater . . . The >fl
Jazz Quartet begin a 3-weeker ii ®
don House 5/6 . . .

7
W&M
Peter Lawford

Valerie Maria Schwarzer

Columbia called frantically
for
some copies, but I told them they'd
have to wait until you got back.
Cash Box phoned and I okayed a
full page ad for the Peter Lawford
Bravo record which is #4,786 on their
Looking Ahead chart. Things (like
I said) are running along smoothly.

O.C. Smith

Cash Box — May 3
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This will lie his next

$1,000,000
alhum
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Talent On Stage
PAUL ANKA
COPACABANA, N.Y. — Confident that
he's going to win over his audience,
Paul Anka comes on stage of the
Copa, and it takes just about 6 minutes
until he does. After a wild swinging
arrangement of "It Only Takes A
Moment," he turns to the song he
wrote for Frank Sinatra, "My Way,"
and after two lines a waiter drops a
load of dishes. Like the pro he is,
Anka jumps at the opportunity to
change the lyrics to the song to fit
the event and, without blinking an
eyelash sings "so pick up the dishes
my friend, take the food back into
the kitchen and wipe it off and serve
it again." That was all he needed!
From then on everyone loved him.
Relaxed and with the swingin'est
band behind him Anka doled out
"Satin Doll," rocked with "Eso Beso,"
soothed a few ballads, talked up the
quality of some of todays songs and

then sang "Can't Take My E y e s Off
You" ana did a medley of his "Diana"
"Destiny" and "Puppy Love" hits.
(We dug his new composition "Crazy
World" which Feliciano is cutting.)
His gab was extremely pleasant and
he hit his peak when he tore up the
deluxe basement with his torrid reading of "Goin' Out Of My Head," without a doubt his best number. He did
some cute bits with "Gentle On My
Mind," which he sang on a stool
while reading the complex lyrics
from a lead sheet. His twisted lyrics
had 'em laughing. The RCA star
closed with his recent "Goodnight My
Love" smash.
The first time around, when Paul
had the "Diana" hits, he was an awkward kid on stage. Now he's a polished, most entertaining
veteran.
Add more record hits to this stage
talent and he'll be all the stronger.

LOU RAWLS
WESTSIDE
ROOM,
CENTURY
PLAZA, L.A. — "Feelin' Good" is
more than a song when Capitol recording artist Lou Rawls sings out the
lyrics with his unique soft-earthiness.
"Feelin' Good" becomes a contagious
yet welcome ailment that affects each
listener —• evident in the clapping,
shouting and swaying in time to
Rawls and the A1 Pellegrini 13 piece
band.
During his opening night in the
Century Plaza's Westside
Room,
Rawls performed "World Full of
Promises," "It's You," "Miss You,"
"On a Clear Day," and "Love's a
Hurtin' Thing" in the super-smooth
style that is the basis for his tremendous success, both on record and as
a live performer.
He treats lyrics with a sort of
caressing tonality, a blend of what is
undeniably soul and his own gentleness. When he tells a story about an
old man and a young boy, the lyrics
come alive, and he uses strong emotion to convey the message via song.
After listening to Rawls perform

a few songs, it's difficult to discern
his free-flowing voice from the sounds
of the ensemble | | everything fuses
together to form a perfect unit.
Rawls does not use his powerful
voice to startle, he seldom yells or
shouts while singing. He has developed an enviable talent to perform
beautifully and create an atmosphere
of pleasurable listening.
Recently, Rawls the singer has
turned to Rawls the businessman and
opened a clothing store on Doheny
Drive in Los Angeles. Surely, the
audience was wondering where he
bought his beige jumpsuit with coat
and ruffled shirt, perhaps one of his
own creations.
A highlight of the evening — when
Gail Martin presented Rawls with a
gold record for his million-dollar
album "Lou Rawls, Soulin' "
And when his standing ovation performance had finally ended after two
encores, he thanked the audience for
being wonderful — surely each one in
the dimly lit recesses of the lavish
club wanted to thank Lou Rawls for
exactly the same reason.

BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND
SAVOY BROWN
FILLMORE EAST, N.Y. — The blues
revival is a funny thing. For various
reasons, it always seems as if we're
being swamped by blues group. But it's
not really true. What does seem to be
true is that 95% of the blues groups who
have performed at New York's three
major blues showcases, the Scene, the
Au Go Go and the Fillmore, have all
been exceptionally good. Furthermore, each of the groups have had a
slightly different approach to their
music, so that three Dlues groups on
the same bill hasn't eventually caused
a feeling of boredom to overcome the
mind.
Paul Butterfield's current outfit and
Savoy Brown, who shared the bill at
the Fillmore last weekend (18, 19),
easily conformed to the rule, both
groups coming off as exceptional and
different.
Butterfield's newest collection of
musicians has grown over the last few
months into a tight ensemble. His
thing is Chicago blues, and with the

aid of a four-man horn section, he
does his thing well. Buzzy Feiten,
Butterfield's lead guitar player in
recent months, continues to provide an
excitement that rival's his leader's.
Butterfield himself excells on harmonica and vocals and provides the
group's authenticity. The bass and
arum rhythm section shouldn't be
overlooked either, but the main point
is that the Butterfield Blues is
together, totally.

We saw Savoy Brown on their first
playing night in the U.S. and to be
perfectly truthful, weren't very impressed. Because it was their first
date, we decided to reserve judgement. As the months passed, we
somehow were never able to make the
right connections and the initial impression stayed with us. Last week, we
caught their last show in this country
(until they begin their second tour,
for four months, in July) and we're
glad we held out judgement. Savoy
Brown, playing their own brand of
fun blues, also conforms to our very
good but unique rule. 'Fun blues' is
perhaps a contradiction in terms (the
group refers to the majority of their
music as 'boogie') but their playing
NEW YORK — The Jeff Beck Group is certainly in the heavy blues tradi(still consisting of Beck, Rod Stewart, tion, even though they leave the lisNicky Hopkins, Ron Wood and Tony tener with a 'come live with me'
Newman), will be returning to the rather than 'come suffer with me'
U.S. to play several of the dates which feeling. The group performed materhad been cancelled due to Beck's re- ial from their 1st ("Getting To The
cent collapse from overwork. Included Point") and 2nd ("Blue Matter") LPs,
on the new schedule are a four-show and introduced some material that
will be on their 3rd set, which they
performance this weekend (May 2, 3)
at Bill Graham's Fillmore East (with have just returned to England to record. Their closing number, at this
Joe Cocker and the Grease Band and
writing untitled,, was a free-for-all colNRBQ), a three day stint at the
Boston Tea Party (May 5,6,7) and a, "Whole Lotta Sriakin'") done in blues
style,
and brought an overwhelming
one night, two show gig at Yale Uni-'
response.
versity (May 9).

Beck To Fill Dates

28

MASON WILLIAMS
MELANIE
THE TROUBADOUR, LOS ANGELES
— Almost everyone knows about Mason Williams. Anyone who can paint
a life-sized rendition of a Greyhound
Bus, be chief writer for the Smothers
Brothers, have a million-selling triple,i
Grammy Award winning record ("Classical Gas") and be a published poet
on the side . . . this kind of performer
is rather rich in talent. Last week at
the Troubadour, Williams dispelled
possible rumors to the contrary, with
a masterful, highly polished performance.
But the big story of opening night
was not Williams' performance. It was'
expected to be great. The big news was
the local unveiling of Buddah recording star Melanie, a performer who,
with the right kind of media exposure,
could easily join the ranks a singersongwriters in the Judy Collins-Joni
Mitchell genre. She's that good!
The key to Melanie is her highly
enthralling stage presence. It took only
the opening song (In this case, a tune
about social alienation called "Close
To It All") to completely win the crowd
over with her genuine enthusiasm,
poignant lyrics, and her unique vocal
qualities. At times, she sounds like
a Brooklyn teenager singing of the
triumphs and tragedies that befall
adolescence. With Melanie,
these
events are truly personal statements,
but not to the extent of being offensively too serious. She's perpetually
smiling, giggling, and ad-libbing with
the audience and they, in turn, are
quick to reciprocate. She even got the

usually quiet Troubadour audience |
sing-a-long to a tune called "The I
Goes Marching On", an hilariou
parody on Freud, sex, and taking syir
holism too seriously.
Her appeal s e e m s close to universal
as the prolonged standing ovation sh
received at the Troubadour closet
parallel the one she earned recentli
at the Fillmore West, performing ami
two hard-rock groups and to a mud
younger audience.
While Melanie sang of events the
perhaps had already personally e:
fected her, Mason Williams devote'
much of his material to the dream
fantasies from which such tunes a
"Classical Gas" and "Baroque-^
Nova" had evolved.
Williams' performance was his firs
before a live audience in three year
and it barely showed. Backed by
five-piece group, he flowed through
series of his own material, encompas
sing instrumentals, folk, nonsense
song called "Love Are Wine" was put
posely out of key, unmelodic, an
grammatically atrocious. Also hilar
ous), and country elements. He pais
ticularly emphasized the latter catef
ory in both songs and ad-libs, drawin
upon his Texas background.
While he's an excellent guitarist
Williams' ability as a composer wa
clearly the dominant factor in the high
ly enthusiastic audience reaction t
tunes
like
"Greensleeves",
"Th
Road Song", "Cowboy Buckeroo" an
the incredibly beautiful "Sunflower'
It was a popular gas.

DON HO
EMPIRE ROOM, N.Y.
"Fun is the
one thing money can't buy," sing the
Beatles, but if you have the money you
can buy a lot of fun at the Empire
Room in the Waldorf Astoria Hotel
where Don Ho is currently entertaining.
Don Ho, a singer from Hawaii, does
not perform traditional
Hawaiian
songs — although, at one point during
opening night last week (23), he bowed
to the inevitable and sang "Hawaiian
Wedding Song," jokingly saying to the
audience, "I hate this song." Ho's repertoire included such tunes as his
opening number, "Welcome To My
World;" "Husbands And Wives;" his
hit single, "Tiny Bubbles;" and "My
Way."
But it is not so much Ho's selection
of material as it is his interpretation
of that material that makes him so
attractive an entertainer.
Singing
in a relaxed, casual, seemingly effortless manner, Ho is able, nevertheless,
to generate a great deal of excitement,
an excitement that is the result of an
artfully controlled showmanship.
Mucn of the evening resembled a

family get-together. Ho's musical su]
porters included a trio of sisters wh
sang prettily and breathlessly behin
him. A young man named Angel w£
introduced to the audience by Ho, an
this gentleman proceeded to rattle th
rafters with two songs, one of whit
was* "The Impossible Dream." Tt
crowd cheered him lustily. Toby A
len, a Ho talent discovery, joined hiiij
in "Husbands And Wives," displayin
a graceful, winning style. Another H
find, Robin Wilson, sang a duet wil
him, "What Now My Love." In th.
number, the songstress
projecte
dramatic urgency and power. H
counterbalanced her vivid deliver
with gentle ease. Miss Wilson pe
formed a solo rendition of "For Once 1
My Life" with strength and vitality, a)
dueted once more with Ho in a soarin
"Born Free."
But the night belonged to Don Hi
Chatting comfortably and humorous!
about Hawaii and his experiences c
the mainland, introducing the othe
performers, and singing and playin
the organ, the Reprise artist create
an evening of pure entertainment fc
an enthusiastic crowd of first-nighter;

SPIDER JOHN KOERNER & WILLIE MURPHY
DAVID STEINBERG — DAVID ACKLES
NEW YORK — We've always wondered why rock groups have to be so
loud. Now that we've seen Spider John
Koerner and Willie Murphy, we're
still wondering, for the pair, together
with bass and drum accompaniment,
put down some very good rock with a
minimum of volume. Their lyrics,
seemingly mid-Western in origin, also
bring a breath of fresh air onto the
scene. Koerner, playing an electrified
acoustic guitar, and Murphy, on organ,
also displayed unique vocal harmony,
and Koerner kept up the good-time
mood with his song intros. "Running,
Jumping, Standing Still," the title song
of their first Elektra album; "A Little
Lovin' Won't Hurt You None;" "Some
Sweet Nancy," with a jug band feel;
and several other tunes, put us in a
feelin' good mood we've seldom experienced. Because their music is
understated, we feel this review reads
the same way, so let us emphasize

that this duo could emerge as one
the biggest rock acts of the yea
David Ackles, also with Elektra,
another singer/composer. Some
his songs possess incredible beaul
(such as "Road To Cairo," the titl
tune from his 1st LP), some impre,
sive humor (such as "Money Fc
Cigarettes") but several of his tune
tend to sound too similar for our tast<
Given time to build up a cataloj
Ackles could become important.
David Steinberg, the Smothers Br
thers troublemaker, continues to coir
across as the strongest new comic ]
the last few years. Although he sti
does the same routines that he w£
doing last year ("Judy Disney," "Da
ing Game" and his biblical reading!
the intros and exits keep changin;
keeping him fresh and vital. We't
heard it before, but we always enjf
hearing it again.
Cash Box — May 3, 1 "fl^

Charles Aznavour!
The International Ambassador of Song

And now, in the U.S.A.,
Exclusively on Monument Records.
Currently available on Monument in his
exciting French, Spanish and Italian,
Charles now records his first English LP
for Monument — To be released soon!

Aznavour and Monument, building
sales with:
SLP 18052 "The Very Best of Aznavour
SLP 18071 "Le Grande Charles!"
.
SLP 18076 "Canta en Espanol, Vol. 1"
SLP 18084 "Bravo! Bravo! Aznavour!"
SLP 18087 "Aznavour Italiano, Vol. 1"
SLP 18098 "Canta en Espanol, Vol. 2"

SLP 18120 "Aznavour!"
Charles Aznavour... Another
' 4
very important reason why
Jri
Monument is Artistry
monuiMnt

tetftWr¥
')

I

I

monument record corp.
NASHVILLE/HOLLYWOOD
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Bell Rushes Bob Teague LP
'Letters To A Black Boy'
NEW YORK — Bell Records is rush
releasing an album of NBC-TV newscaster Bob Teague's readings of excerpts from his own best-selling book,
"Letters To A Black Boy."
Currently in its third printing,
Teague's controversial collection of
letters to his infant son details the continuing frustrations of a black man who
has "made it" in white society. A former "Big Ten" halfback at the University of Wisconsin and a sports reporter
for both the Milwaukee and the New
York Times, Teague is now the NBCTV anchorman for weekend news
broadcasts.
Produced by Arch Lustberg, who
produced the spoken-word LPs by Senator Everett McKinley Dirksen, the
Teague, LP follows a similar format.
Readings are interspersed with music
and songs i composed by Jean Ann
Lustberg and Phil Ramone. Teague
himself vocalizes on "Do I Like Being
Black?", "There's Got To Be A Better
Way", "Letters To A Black Boy" and
"I Want A Chance".

Full-Scale Campaign
Irv Biegel, vice-president and director of sales for Bell, announced a fullscale advertising and merchandising
program for the LP in cooperation with
Walker Educational Book Corporation,
publishers of "Letters To A Bladk Boy."
The program includes national consumer advertising and heavy promotion
to the nation's high school and college
libraries. Teague will promote both the
album and the book on radio and television variety and talk-show guest appearances.
Commenting on the album, Bell president Larry Uttal said that "documentaries on the black man's role in American life have dealt with the most obvious social and economic frustrations,
those of the lower income bracket. It
has been safely assumed in some quarters that many of the problems of the
American black man could be solved
by his moving into a higher-income
bracket. But a s Bob Teague so stunningly demonstrates in 'Letters To A
Black Boy', the problem is spiritual,
as well as material."

Ray Charles Sets
Carnegie One-Niter
NEW YORK — Tangerine Records'
Ray Charles brings his troupe "The
Ray Charles Revue '69" to Carnegie
Hall for one night this Saturday (3).
It will be the artist's first Gotham appearance this year.
The all-new show includes the Ray
Charles Dancers, Raeletts, the Ray
Charles Orchestra, and ventriloquist
Aaron Williams in addition to Charles'
own vocal stylings.
New York appearance follows a 2week engagement at El Camino Red
coincides with release of two new single sides by Charles, "Let Me Love
You" and "I'm Satisfied," distributed
through ABC Records May 1.

Top 50 In
R&B Locations
1

I T S YOURTHING

26

IsleyBrothers(TNeck901)

2

.• :

3

27

ONLYTHESTRONG
SURVIVE

28
3

AQUARIUS/LET THE
SUNSHINE IN MEDLEY

5

5

FOOLISH FOOL

6

4

TIME IS TIGHT
10

Booker T&MG's (Stax 0028)

I DON'T WANT NOBODY TO
GIVE ME NOTHING (Parts 1&2)
James Brown (King6224)

8

v

L,

9

Global Booking Inks
Bataan & TNT Bands

Turn Arounds Join
Tangerine Records

GOTTAGET
TO KNOW YOU

11

11

35

13

Four Tops (Motown 1147)

14

Dyke & The Blazers (Original Sound 86)

38

C & The Shells (Cotillion 44024)

39

WALK AWAY
Ann Peebles (Hi 2157)

6

IS IT SOMETHING
YOU'VE GOT
Tyrone David (Dak?r605)

YOU ARETHECIRCUS

20

40
15

WHEN SOMETHING IS
WRONG WITH MY BABY
Otis & Carla (Atco 6665)

8

DO YOURTHING
Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band
(Warner Bros./7 Arts 7250)

WE GOT MORE SOUL

14

I CAN'T SEE MYSELF
LEAVING YOU
Aretha Franklin (Atlantic 2619)

WHAT IS A MAN

23

WHEN HETOUCHESME
Peaches & Herb(Date 1637)

SUNDAY
The Moments (Stang 5003)

37
12

JUST A LITTLE BIT
Little Milton (Checker 1217)

CISSY STRUT
Meters (Josie 1005)

OH HAPPY DAY
Edwin Hawkins Singers (Pavilion 20001)i

34

TOOBUSYTHINKING
ABOUT MY BABY

TESTIFY
Johnnie Taylor (Stax 0033)

7

41

TO LOVESOMEBODY
James Carr (Goldwax 340)

16

THECOMPOSER
Diana Ross & The Supremes
(Motown 1146)

17

42

SEVEN YEARS
Impressions (Curtom 1940)

17

ICE CREAM SONG
The Dynamics (Cotillion 44021)

12

43

IT'S A GROOVY WORLD
Unifies (Kapp 985)

18

DON'TTOUCH ME
Betty Swann (Capitol 2382)

19

13

44

SNATCHING IT BACK
Clarence Carter (Atlantic 2605)

'Bill Moss (Bell 771)

BUYING A BOOK
Joe Tex (Dial 4090)

22

23

24

46

47

48

49
26

I FEEL LIKE I'M FALLING
IN LOVE AGAIN
Fantastic Four (Soul 35058)

50
27

MINI-SKIRT MINNIE
Wilson Pickett (Atlantic 2611)

30

DIDN'T YOU KNOW
Gladys Knight & The Pips (Soul 35057)

ANYDAYNOW
Percy Sledge (Atlantic 2616)

25

(WE'VE GOT) HONEY LOVE

TWENTY FIVE MILES
Edwin Starr (Gordy 7083)

18

I CAN'T SAY NO TO YOU

Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
(Gordy7085)

25

24

STAND

Betty Everett (UNI 55122)

SO I CAN LOVEYOU
The Emotions (Volt 4010)

I T S A MIRACLE

Sly & The Family Stone (Epic 10450)

SOCK IT TO EM
SOULBROTHER

16

45
20

Willie Hightower (Capitol 2226)

30

32

36

21
Sam Nesbit, shown signing on with Amos Records,
becomes that label's first
soul singer. The company
has assigned Lou Stallman
(I.) and Sid Jacobson (r.) to
handle the east coast recording session through
their Think Stallman Productions. Nesbit is managed by Lodo Management,
which is helmed by Bill
Downs.

31

9

GRAZING IN THE GRASS

Marvin Gaye'(Tarnla $4181)

Event To Distrib Spring

Ralph Lew Heads
Dorado R&B Div.

Ike & Tina Turner (Minit 32060)

33
"

Friends Of Distinction
(RCA Victor 0107)

10

jSTMb

NEVER GONNA
LET HIM KNOW
jMpeBj^ef^^^

NEW YORK — Event Records will distribute the R&B-oriented Spring label,
formerly handled by MGM. Event's
Roy and Julie Rifkind made the announcement last week and said that
the first Spring disk under the new
NEW YORK p Ralph Lew has been deal will be "Honey," by Little Eva,
named head of the R&B division at whose "Locomotion" is a rock classic.
Dorado Records in the company's new
Event is currently hot on the charts
expansion program. The appointment with
"Medicine Man," by the Buchanan
was made last week by Al Massler, Brothers,
and has just set overseas
president of A.A. Records, who has
been working with Lew during the lat- distribution deals with Compo of Canater's tenure as A&R director Tor inter- da and Page One in England for "Medicine Man". Other distribution negonational product at Dorado.
are currently underway and
In his new capacity, Lew will be tiations
searching out new groups, masters, announcements will be made shortly.
It was further announced that Bill
talent and material for the label.
Based at the firm's 250 W. 57th St. Stanley has been named to head naoffice. Lew is currently promoting tional promotion for the Event and
the current Latin and R&B singles Spring labels.
from Dorado, including "On Old
Broadway" by the 107th St. Stickball
Team, the first product released in
the new expansion move.
NEW YORK B The Joe Bataan Orchestra and the TNT Band have been signed
to exclusive contracts by Fred Price,
president of Global Booking Associates.
Bataan's group records for Fania ReNEW YORK — Tangerine Records last cords. The TNT ensemble is on the
week signed the Turn Arounds to la- Cotique label.
bel's roster, according to Ron Granger,
the artists are known primarimanager of the Ray Charles-owned ly Since
in the east, Price's immediate plans
firm.
for them include exposing them in pop
The Turn Arounds are currently in and Latin outlets across the country to
Los Angeles prepping first single re- help them gain a national identity.
lease for Tangerine, scheduled to be Price, who also books the Pete Terdistributed by ABC Records in May. race
Orchestra and The Gilberto SexGroup has been set for its first per- tet, is looking for other pop and Latin
sonal appearance at L.A.'s The Fac- talent. He can be contacted at 39 W.
tory for two weeks, beginning May 8. 55th St.

I'M GONNA DO ALL I CAN

Bobby Bland (Duke 447)

7

Lustberg, Uttal & Teague

PROUD MARY
Solomon Burke (Bell 783)

30

Dee Dee Warwick (Mercury 72880)

I WANTTO
LOVE YOU BABY
Peggy Scott & Jo Jo Benson
(SSSInt'l 769)

29

Fifth Dimension (Soul City 772)

I LIKE WHAT YOU'RE DOING
Carla Thomas (Stax 0024)

V V ^Si?

Jerry Butler (Mercury 72898)

4

B B. King (Bluesway 61024)

THECHOKIN' KIND
Joe Simon (Soundstage 7 2628)

WHY I SING THE BLUES

GIVE IT AWAY
Chi-Lites (Brunswick 55398)

IR
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BUBBLE
PUPPY'S
Hot New Album

"A GATHERING
OF PROMISES
H

Includes:
"Hot Smoke
&
Sassafrass"

Watch for their
new single:

"If I Had A Reason"
b/w
"Beginning"
IA 133

RECORD COMPANY
P.O. 14130 Houston, Texas

Tuning In On. . .

CoshBox

WQXR - New York

Radio News Report

WPOP—Hartford, Conn., launched
Project Thank You on April 19, with
Governor John Dempsey and Mayor
Ann Uccello offering recorded m e s :
sages and proclamations to the people
and
of
his
influence
on
the
music
In recent years, radio outlets across
of the state appealing for their support
the country have been changing form- scene. On this program, and on Dunof the Project, in which thousands of
can
Pirnie's
"Cocktail
Time"
(5:07
-9
ats with increasing rapidity. WQXRThank You packets will be sent di6
p.m.,
Mondays
through
Saturdays),
New York, however, has achieved conrectly to individual soldiers fighting
which
also
offers
light,
semi-jazz
fare,
sistent success by maintaining its fine
in Vietnam. The Project, is non-politWQXR
is
trying
to
"brighten
and
music programming during the entire
ical, non-profit, and non-sectarian, and
youngify"
its
pop
sound,
according
to
33 years of its broadcasting history.
is described by WPOP as Hartford
Sherman. The outlet is not changing
WQXR, the radio station of the New its basic programming, says the prosaying thanks to the men in Vietnam
York Times, began operating on 50,000 gram director, "we are revitalizing
on a person to person, one man to one
watts in 1956, making the outlet the what we already have."
man basis. In initiating the Project,
first fine music station to operate at
WPOP cancelled
all
commercial
Two folk music shows are broadcast
the maximum power assigned to U.S.
broadcasting for the day to give the
commercial radio stations. WQXR-FM, on WQXR on the weekends. On Saturpeople of Hartford an opportunity to
broadcasting WQXR's programs simul- days, from 7:07 to 8 p.m. "Woody's
become part of the effort. Each pactaneously, went on the air in 1939 Children," hosted by Sherman, preket being sent to the men in Vietas the first Frequency Modulation out- sents contemporary folk music, which
nam contains 8 of the highest demand
let in New York City. When the FCC includes protest songs, modern pieces
items actually requested by the solruled that AM and FM stations must of various types, and the songs of both
diers. Project Thank You, says WPOP,
separate their programs 50% of the the left and right wings. Sherman
is "an attempt to pot aside our differbroadcast day, WQXR began its separa- prepares written scripts for "Woody's
ences on the war and join together in
tion on January 1, 1967, the date the Children" and also for "Folk Music Of
offering our support to the individual
The World" (2:07 to 3 p.m., Sundays),
ruling went into effect.
men who are serving in the mud,
program which won an Ohio State
swamps and disease-infested jungles
As is well known by New Yorkers, aUniversity
Award in 1967 for "Folk
of Vietnam."
the bulk of WQXR's programming is Music Of The
Salute To Woody
classical music. The backbone of the Guthrie." TheWorld's
Sunday afternoon folk
outlet's schedule is the standard sym- show airs international
folk songs of
phonic repertoire, which includes works a traditional nature.
by such classical chartmakers as
Other WQXR music programming
Beethoven. Brahms, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, Rim- features "The World Of Jazz," hosted
sky-Korsakoff, and Stravinsky. WQXR by John Wilson, music critic of the
aired the first concert from the new Times (2:07 — 3 p.m., Saturdays);
Philharmonic Hall in Lincoln Cen- "Nights In Latin America," Pru
ter, and features weekly broadcasts Devon, host (7:30 — 8 p.m., Mondays):
of the N. Y. Philharmonic concerts, and "Music A La Carte," a daily
broadcasts of Boston Symphony Or- luncheon broadcast which programs
chestra concerts from Boston and semi-classical music. Written scripts
Tanglewood, the Boston Pops spring are prepared for WQXR's music proand summer concerts, taped concerts grams, including the station's classical
of the Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and music shows. (An exception is "Music
Cleveland Orchestras, and the Pea- A La Carte," on which host George
SSS INTERNATIONAL DUO TAPES
body Award winning music "specials." Edwards ad-libs his commentary.)
NATIONAL TV'er: Mark Lindsay of
These "specials" honored personalities
Paul Revere and the Raiders (ColumThe
news
and
public
affairs
proand events in the musical world, in gramming of WQXR emanates from
bia) and SSS International soul twomany instances introducing well-known the New York Times, with the outlet
some Peggy Scott and Jo Jo Benson
artists and persons associated with the presenting 22 five-minute news broadtake a breather during their taping of
event.
"Happening '69," aired on the ABC-TV
casts daily and six daily features news
Network. Peggy Scott and Jo Jo BenRobert Sherman, program director programs. At 6:30 p.m., seven days a
son, who hit the charts recently with
of WQXR, emphasizes that the music week, the Times editorial is broadcast
their single, "Soul Shake," are proscheduled on the station is intended to a day ahead of publication. A different
duced in Nashville by Shelby Singleton.
be listened to. "We aim for people who Times special correspondent has a
are listening intently," he states. The five-minute news show on each day of
Joe Vaughn, editorial director of
music to which the WQXR audience is the work week.
WXYZ—Detroit, has won the Public
listening includes light music which is
Service Award of the Michigan PubWQXR has been honored with six
programmed on "After Midnight,"
lic Health Association. The Award
hosted by Gene Lees, lyric writer and Peabody Awards and seven Ohio State
will be the first to be presented by
pop music reviewer for Hi Fi Magazine. Awards for its classical music prothe Association. The public health
Aired from 12:07 to 1:45 a.m. on Sun- gramming. The station's adherence to
group's awards committee said that
day mornings, the show features what a fine music format has proved highly they "'. . . appreciated the opportunity
Sherman calls "pop music with a rewarding: over 1,000,000 listeners
to make this award.to a person who'
point." Artists such as Frank Sinatra tune in on WQXR. It might be said,
has done so much for the improvewith
no
levity
intended,
that
WQXR
is
and Jack Jones receive airplay, and
ment of the public's health." The
one "After Midnight" broadcast was a classical gas.
award will be presented to Vaughn at
a discussion of Frank Sinatra himself
a special banquet held during the
Public Health Association's annual
meeting on Thursday evening, May
8. As editorial director, Joe Vaughn
has won several awards for communBeatles' New Hit Disk
icating WXYZ's viewpoint on the imAiring On Campbell Show
portant issues confronting the citizens
of Detroit and the state of Michigan.
BEVERLY HILLS — The Beatles and
His commentary and remarks are
their new hit Apple single, "Get Back,"
broadcast daily by Charles D. Fritz,
will be showcased this Wednesday night NEW YORK — Comedian Flip Wilson,
president and general manager
(30) on the Glen Campbell Show over who records for Atlantic, while per- vice
the CBS-TV Network via a six-minute forming twice nightly during his 11- of WXYZ, and by Vaughn himself.
day engagement at the Shoreham Hotel
film clip.
For the third consecutive year,
Sequence was culled from finished in "Washington, D.C., took time to re- WQAM—Miami has received the Ascord
radio
and
TV
spots
for
eight
footage for the Beatles' forthcoming
sociated Press' highest national news
television special, which Apple Films government agencies, among them the award. Both radio and TV stations are
Veterans
Administration,
National
is producing for future sales on a
eligible for the award, which is made
country-by-country basis-. Thirty-six Guard. U.S. Savings Bonds, and re- on the basis of both quality and quanminutes or the hour-long special are cruiting offices for all branches of the tity of stories broadcast. Said Jack
Armed Services.
still to be shot.
O'Quinn, WQAM news director, "The
"I also wanted to do something for fact that two Miami stations were
The "Get Back" sequence was shot
on the root of Apple headquarters on the Internal Revenue Service," Wilson among the four in the nation to be so
Saville Row early this winter, which said, "but they turned me down. I guess honored speaks well for the quality of
caused near-riotous traffic jams and with the kind of business they're doing broadcast journalism in South Florida."
police temporarily halted the filming. they don't need any help from me."
Wilson has enjoyed chart success
The pop music public service proCampbell airing marks the second
Beatles association with the Smothers with his "Cowboys And Colored People" gram of the U.S. Army Recruiting
Brothers company, which produces and "Flip Wilson You Devil You" Command, "The Hit Heard 'Round
the show. Last fall, the Brothers' own albums, and has appeared on such The World," is receiving a featured
show aired Beatles clips on their "Hey TV'ers as the Johnny Carson Show and display this week (21-25) at the United
Jude" and "Revolution" singles on "Laugh-In." He has also performed States Information Agency's (USIA)
at the Rainbow Room in New York. International Music Festival in Listwo successive weeks.

'33 Years Of Classical Class

bon, Portugal. Tapes of "Hit"
been set up for listening in sei
booths which surround Lisbon's i
auditorium. Broadcast daily on
1,600 outlets in the U.S., "Hit"
broadly based 5 and 10—minute
gram covering the international s
of pop music with daily reports o
deejays from the major music cat
of the world.
The coveted Michigan Assoc
Press awards have gone once :
to WKNR—Dearborn, Mich., as
outlet won the First Place Awar
the Best Regularly Scheduled 1
Newscast for the fourth consec
year. WKNR also received a
Place Award for Best Local
News Coverage and a Special
tion Award for General Excel
of News Presentation, the latter a
for the fourth year in a row, ii
Philip Nye, WKNR news directoHl
ceived the awards in Lansing o;!|
evening of April 15.
SPUTTERS: KSFO—San Frar,J
personality Carter B. Smith emce
the Queen Coronation Ball spon
by the Dublin Chamber of Comm
which was held at the Sunol Co
Club on April 26. Next week, C
crosses the Bay again to partic
in the Maid of Alameda contest
sored by the Jaycees. The Alas,
beauties, hoping to represent
city, will compete in the Ala
High School Auditorium. Carter
the emcee two years ago and re
by popular request.
VITAL STATISTICS: Ruth \
former vice president for proj
ming at WMCA—New York an
veloper of the "Good Guy" conct
on a five-week consulting tr
Australia, Singapore, Thailand
Europe. While in Australia, she
working with 2UW Sydney, 3AK
bourne, 5KA Adelaide, and 6PR
. . . Tom Armstrong, morning
time personality on WGAR—Cle\
for over 15 years, has joined WI
FM—Cleveland in the same ca
. . . KGU—Honolulu has app
Sanford Paul operations mai
. . . George Meier, WIBG—FM—
delphia coordinator, has been i
to a second post as WIBG—AM
director. At the same time, John
has been added to the air st
WIBG as mid-morning deejay.

Flip Wilson Does Spots
For 8 Gov't Agencies

CAPITAL CAVE CONFER*
Bobbie Gentry, Capitol record!"
ist, was in Vancouver, British
bia, recently, following her appe
at the Cave, where she held a
conference. Shown above in
with

the

songstress/compose

(I. to r.) Jerry Gawne, general r
er of KING—Seattle; Dan
Capitol district promotion ffll
Seattle, Washington; Don Clark»
director
for
KIRO—Seattle;
Walt Evans, columnist for l»"
Intelligencer.
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STEPPENWOLF(Dunhill 4192)
If s Never Too Late (3:05) (Trousdale, BMI — Kay, St. Nicholas)
Expect Steppenwolf to be prowling the high reaches of the charts again
with their latest disk, a slowed-down change of pace from "Rock Me" and
their previous hits. Group starts off in high gear and keeps climbing. Flip:
"Happy Birthday" (2:32) (Wingate, ASCAP — MekTer)
DIONNE WARWICK (Scepter 12249)
Slaves (3:09) (Walter Reade, ASCAP — Scott, Kessler)
The April Fools (3:15) (Blue Seas/Jac/April, ASCAP — Bacharach, David)
Both sides of the new Dionne Warwick outing feature their own kind of
sales strengths. The movie theme from "Slaves," which will feature Miss
W. in her first film role, has a drive and subtle lyrical message to spark
teen action; while "The April Fools" shows a gentle solidity and ballad
power for initial MOR impact and young market action.
PAUL REVERE &THE RAIDERS (Columbia 44854)
Let Me (2:29) (Boom BMI — Lindsay)
Coming back from their biggest single in recent months, Paul Revere &
the Raiders stay with their medium-pace/hard-hitting rock style on an
effort bound to catch fire immediately with top forty programmers. Solid
sales showings are likely to put this one even more strongly in the picture
than "Mr. Sun." Flip: "I Don't Know" (3:38) (Same credits)
1910 FRUITGUM CO. (Buddah 114)
Special Delivery (2:40) (Kaskat/Kahoona, BMI — Gentry, Bloom)
New vocal sound of the 1910 Fruitgum Company is part of a change in
the group's whole delivery on the "Indian Giver" follow up. Stronger bass
emphasis and less of the straight bubble-gum approach marks this side
as a turning-point which should bring added encouragement from older
teen listeners. Flip: "No Good Annie" (2:21) (Kaskat, BMI — T & M Gutowski,
Katz, Kasenetz) Strong coupler could turn up added action.
RAY CHARLES (ABC Tangerine 11213)
Let Me Love You (2:45) (ASA/Racer, ASCAP — Holiday)
Strong material makes itself felt in the even harder than usual effort put
forth by Ray Charles on his latest effort. The lid throbs behind a flashy, fiery
vocal which should put Charles solidly back in the best seller picture with
blues and heavy pop fans. Excellent outing. Flip: "I'm Satisfied" (2:28) (Ranleigh/Baby Monica, BMI I f Simpson, Ashford, Armstead)
WILSON PICKETT (Atlantic 2631)
Born to Be Wild (2:44) (Duchess, BMI - Bonfire)
The same kind of Muscle Shoals magic that turned "Hey Jude" into a soulstacked side brings extra impact to the Steppenwolf hit in this revival by
Wilson Pickett. The booming vocal, blazing material and explosive instrumental
elements all work together to form an emotional teen lid with TNT impact.
Flip: "Toe Hold" (2:48) (East/Memphis, BMI — Hayes, Porter)
JOHNNIE TAYLOR (Stax 0033)
(I Wanna) Testify (4:01) (Groovesville, BMI — Clinton, Taylor)
Johnnie Taylor revisits one of the most influential songs of recent years
in a side that brings some of the new-Detroit production touches to this twoyear-plus motor city side. This version has less of the sheer power of the
Parliaments' original, but shows a new kind of strength to break "Testify"
all over again. No flip info.
JOE SOUTH (Capitol 2491)
Leanin' on You (2:52) (Lowery, BMI — South)
Placing an even greater emphasis on his performance power, Joe South
returns from "Games People Play" with a softer, slightly more sensitive ballad
view of contemporary love. Side has less outright drive, but a good deal more
personal appeal to spark a solid return to the teen sales charts. Flip: "Don't
You Be Ashamed" (3:09) (Same credits)
O.C. SMITH (Columbia 44589)
Friend, Lover, Woman, Wife (3:07) (BnB, ASCAP — Davis)
Back with the "Little Green Apples" love message, but carrying a more
direct soul impact, the new O.C. Smith single blossoms in a manner that
will turn up immediate recognition on blues and pop channels. Standout
vocal performance and another stunning song get O.C. back on the winning
route. Flip: No info supplied.
THE MOODY BLUES (Deram 85044)
Never Comes the Day (2:42) (Andover, ASCAP — Hayward)
Starting in a gentle folk vein, the new Moody Blues side opens with less
than the act's usual impact; but the single grows almost immediately to
become a hypnotic outing. This sampling from the upcoming LP continues
the evolution that the Moody Blues nave undergone in their recent album
and singles product. Instant FM success should prompt sizeable AM action.
Flip: "So Deep Within You" (3:00) (Kenwood, BMI — Pinder)
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THE FIRST EDITION (Reprise 0822)
Once Again She's All Alone (2:15) (First Edition, BMI — Settle)
Striking session keeps the First Edition rolling along with a teen aimel
ballad. Carrying a bit of the "But You Know I Love You" melody line in 1
more folk vein, the side brings a flourish to the 'down' lyric line which I
bound to bring in winner results from top forty and FM stations. FLII
"Good Time Liberator" (2:14) (First Edition, BMI — Settle, Rogers)
I
SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET (Smash 29)
It Didn't Even Bring Me Down (2:30) (Amigos de Musica, ASCAP — Sahnl
Morin, Fierro) "
Complete change-of-pace from their "Mendocino" hit brings the Sir Douglcl
Quintet back with a softly styled ballad side. Gentle drifting teen lyrics a r l
a Latin-pop sax section in the manner of several Texas noisemakers (Rene I
Rene among them) shines a new light on the act's talent. Work side with hi
potential. No flip info supplied.
fH
LITTLE CARL CARLTON (BackBeat 603)
Look at Mary Wonder (2:04) (Don/Colfam/Tairi, BMI — Armstead, Terry)
Rocking blues side from Little Carl Carlton sets him up for yet anothil
solid run on the r&b charts and gives him a strong bid for breakout into t h l
pop sales ranks. Track is bright for dance fans and offers a stunning vocal 11
add listener sales. Could bust wide open. Flip: "Bad for Each Other" (2:151
(Don, BMI — Hiram, Webb) Another very fine track that might add impetus I
the single's sales drive.
ORPHEUS (MGM 14022)
Brown Arms in Houston (3:40) (Interval, BMI — Miller, Henry)
Although this Boston group has not been active on the singles scene sine I
their first noisemaker, Orpheus has continued to attract attention througl
well received LP exposure. Now, the team comes on strong with a powerfrl
ballad filled with the subtlety and charm of "Can't Find the Time." Heavl
left-field choice to explode. Flip: "I Can Make the Sun Rise" (2:30) (Interval
BMI - - Arnold, Gilkesen)
;V 1
THE MAGIC LANTERNS (Atlantic 2626)
Melt All Your Troubles Away (3:27) (Enquiry/Mother Mistro, ASCAP — King)
Looking for the action that greeted their "Shame, Shame" hit, the Mag{|
Lanterns turn to another smooth-flowing ballad with a rock underpinning <,
this new side. The enjoyable beat and good group showing gives the aj
a bright teen effort which could blossom into a top forty contender of mail
nitude. Flip: "Bossa Nova 1940-Hello You Lovers" (2:15) (Mother Mistr»j
BMI —Bilsbury)
THE HERD (Fontana 1646)
The Game(2:55) (Mother Mistro, ASCAP—Finden, Shelley)
Possibly the least artistic, but the most commercial Hprd single to reai
this side of the Atlantic. The British team has created underground excil
ment and some teen noise with their earlier sides and turns on a straig
teen effort here to get into the sales charts. Flip: "Beauty Queen" (1:5
(Mother Mistro, ASCAP — Filthy)
THEE PROPHETS (Kapp 997)
Some Kind-a Wonderful (2:17) (Screen Gems/Columbia, BMI — King, Goffii
Having broken into the top forty with their first effort, Thee Prophets w
have far less trouble scoring with this excellent follow-up. Taken from th
oldie/goldie archives, "Some Kind-a Wonderful" presents a sparkling side 1
establish the act as regulars on the best seller lists. Strong teen and eve
MOR prospects here. Flip: "They Call Her Sorrow" (3:08) (Daphne, BMI Anderson)
SANDY NELSON (Imperial 66375)
Manhattan Spiritual (2:32) (Zodiac, BMI — Maxted)
Been a long time since Sandy Nelson has had this strong a single. Tl
romping Billy Maxted material is given just the right touch of rock to put
solidly in line for teen action; but it maintains the big-band drive and sc
resilience to break MOR as well. Maximum effectiveness and wide-mark
potential should see this side exploding. Flip: "The Stripper" (2:05) (Dav
Rose, ASCAP—Rose)
LEAPY LEE(Decca 732492)
Little Yellow Aeroplane (3:46) (Hill & Range/Shadows, BMI — Rosti
Leapy Lee spins a contagious tale about a boy who discards his litl
yellow aeroplane in favor of the girl next door, and should easily equ
the success of his "Little Arrows' click. Uncomplicated instrumental
will quicken listener acceptance. Flip: "Boom Boom (That's How My Hee
Beats)" (2:58) (MCA, ASCAP - Mills)

( Newcomer
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ED AMES (RCA 0156)
Son of aTravelin' Man (2:36) (Sunbury, ASCAP — Lusini, Allen)
One of Ed Ames' most commercial sides since his power-packed "Who
Will Answer," this effort has the flavor of a spiced-up "Gentle on My Mind.'"
Rambling West Coast-y movement and the solid Ames vocal put this side
into the spotlight for heavy exposure and sales in the top forty and easieron-the-ear markets. Flip: "2001" (3:00) (September, ASCAP — Evans, Parnes)
Attractive love ballad that is likely to bring results from the easy listening
area.

DESMOND DEKKER&THEACES(Uni 55129)
Israelites (2:35) (Kenwood, BMI — Dacris, Kong)
Contemporary calypso sound from Desmond Dekker has caught fire on tr
British best seller lists, and now comes along with the power to score Statside. Rock steady style is highlighted by a standout lead showing and sorr
harmonies bound to capture spotlight action on the r&b and pop scenes. Fli
"My Precious World" (2:45) (Same Credits).

BOBBY HATFIELD (Verve 10639)
My Prayer (2:51) (Peter Maurice/Shapiro Berstein, ASCAP — Boulanger,
Kennedy)
Having tasted his first success as a solo, Righteous Brother Bobby Hatfield
returns with a stunning reading of the Platters oldie "My Prayer." Side maintains the lingering power that scored for the song earlier and adds the extra
dimension of Hatfield's own interpretation. Excellent teen and young adult
side. Flip: "I Wish I Didn't Love You So" (2:28) (Famous, ASCAP — Loesser)

THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY (ABC 11206)
(Heartless) Hurdy Gertie (3:07) (Kaskat, BMI — Kasenetz, Katz)
Think back to the pre-bubbly Kasenetz & Katz sound ("Try Me") and you
have a solid conception of this heavy rocking side from the Great Tra
Robbery. Team uses a dance beat to set up immediate response and mow
from there with a fine set of teen-geared lyrics and vocals. Super-side w
skyrocket power. Flip: "Wasted" (2:15) (Kaskat, BMI — Morrissey, Boy'
Katz)
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LOU STEIN (Murbo 1033)
That Old Time Flavor (2:15) (Bourne, ASCAP — Jacobson, Krondes)
Piano showcase with the lively romping quality that is now catching play
for "Truck Stop." This bright and perky side has the power to come from left
field into programming schedules with "young sound" and top forty stations
and the staying power to net a strong sales surge. Flip: "The Winds of
Change" (2:10) (Lady Mac, ASCAP — Levinson, Krondes)
THE DON KIRSHNERCONCEPT (RCA0155)
Let the Sun Shine In (2:50) (United Artists, ASCAP — Rado, Ragni, MacDermot)
Softened styling on this version of the "Hair" piece seated at #1 with "Aquarius" gives the Don Kirshner Concept a solid side to gain added pop interest.
Side is basically an instrumental with chorus additive to win attention from
both teen and young adult programming directors. Flip: "Air-Walking in
Space" (3:00) (Same credits)
ELDRIDGE HOLMES (Decca 32488)
Working in the Coal Mine (2:59) (Marsaint, BMI — Toussaint)
Revamping of the Lee Dorsey hit of a few years ago gives Eldridge Holmes
a side with reputation making power. The material is solid, and Holmes'
reading tailors the side for heavy exposure in both teen and blues markets.
Side to watch for breakout action. Flip: "A Love Problem" (3:08) (Marsaint,
BMI —Holmes)

Choice

Programming

WORLD OF OZ (Deram 85043)
Beside The Fire (3:06) (Kenwood,
ASCAP — Oz) Yearningly emotional
vocal builds powerfully behind haunting organ backing. Could match 0z'
recent "King Croesus" chart entry.
Flip: "Mandy-Ann" (2:59) (Kenwood,
ASCAP — Oz)
BARBARA KEITH (Verve/Forecast
5108)
Fisherman King (2:29) (Leo Feist,
ASCAP — Keith) Offbeat love song delivered by Barbara Keith in gentle,
evocative style could see widespread
sales action. Flip: "Good Lovin' Man"
(T 48) (Same credits)
LYNN ANDERSON (Chart 5013)
Where's the Playground, Bobby? (2:39)
(Ja-Ma, ASCAP — Webb) A hit country
artist, Lynn Anderson tries to turn the
pop corner with a very strong interpretation of the current Glen Campbell outing. Excellent side on its own
and deserving of a listen despite the
competition. Flip: "There Oughta Be
a Law" (2:40) (Peach, SESAC — Gibson)
BURT TAYLOR (RCA 0154)
This Is Mv Life (La Vita) (2:36)
(Miller. ASCAP — Newell. Canfora)
Burl Taylor, an interesting new voice
on the pop scene, should gain good
music station acceptance in a hurry
with this powerful ballad offering.
Flip: "It Takes A Lot Of Tenderness" (2:26) (United Artists, ASCAP
— Harvey)
AMERICAN ROCK REVIVAL (Bell
788)
Oh Happy Day (2:39) (Pocket Full
Of Tunes, BMI — Farrell, Renzetti)
Timely jazz-styled instrumental interpretation of the standard gospel
item now riding the charts in a
vocal version could be in for strong
play. Flip: "Stompin' It"
(2:59)
(Pocket Full Of Tunes, BMI — Farrell)
SMUBBS (Monument 1141)
Wait Another Heartache (3:37) (Carlou. BMI — Segall) Latest deck
from the Smubbs, who stirred up some
regional action last time out, is an
emotion-filled straight rock offering
which the group turns out in hign
style. Flip: No info available.
SIDE SHOW (GRT 6)
Nickels and Dimes (1:58) (Cymto,
BMI—Cymbal, Tobin, Roberts) The
Side Show debuts with a fast-moving
bubble-gum side about the pleasures of
the carnival. Production tricks are all
in order. Flip: "Little Miss Know It
All" (2:00) (Cymbal-Tobin, ASCAP
—Roberts)
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Choice

Choice Programming selections are singles which,
the opinion of our reviewing staff, are deserving of
special programmer consideration.

JANE MORGAN (RCA 0153)
Three Rest Stops (And Thirteen
Bridges)
(2:25)
(Tro-Ruxton/Hirt,
ASCAP — Huddleston) Jane Morgan
goes the pop/country route and should
have a smooth voyage on middle-road
stations. Bouncy tune moves along
in stvle. Flip: "Marry Me, Marry
Me" (2:27) (Croma, ASCAP — Colby,
Marnay, Stern)
CRESA WILSON (Charay 91)
These Boots Are Made For Walking
(2:19) (Criterion, ASCAP g i j Hazlewood) The old Nancy Sinatra hit pops
up again in a light-soul version by
Cresa Wilson. Organ moves the side
along at a commercial clip: Flip:
"Alpine Water" (2:06) (No credits)

Programming

TAMBA 4 (A&M 1056)
California Soul (2:55) (Jobete, BMI —
Ashford, Simpson) Recent noisemaking
song (Fifth Dimension and Gerald
Wilson versions) is softened by addition
of a Brazilian flavor and re-served for
MOR and pop delight. Attractive and
a likely comer. Flip: No info supplied.
THE CURTAIN CALLS (Dot 17243)
Philadelphia Heartache (2:30) (Sky
Witch, ASCAP — Carra, Wallowitch)
Kind of an east coast "California
Dreaming" track, this soft pop ballad
has a haunting appeal bordering on
both the top forty and middle-of-theroad tastes. Delightful side. Flip:
"Country Living" (2:28) (United Artists, ASCAP — Michaels, Gormann)
THE 107TH ST STICKBALL TEAM
(Dorado 102)
On Old Broadway (3:01) (Term, BMI
— Marin) Combined Latin and slow
soul impacts turn this unusual outing
into a subtly different ear-teaser with
enough shine to spark heavy blues
market and possible teen response.
Flip: "Mojo Shingaling" (2:24) (Same
credits)
JACK SHELDON (Dot 17241)
More & More Amor (3:09) (Almo,
ASCAP — Lake) Pretty, lightly poignant instrumental featuring a bright
trumpet lead which could pick up
strong enough MOR play to push for
a pop breakout. Flip: "Sweet Talk"
(2:48) (Thursday. BMI — Sebesky)
POPCORN REBELLION (RCA 9740)
Sugar Lady (2:12) (Leeds, ASCAP —
Day Dischel) The Popcorn Rebellion
is into bubble-gum music, but they
add a flavoring all their own, and
could easily bring home this neverlets-up disk. Flip: No info available.

Choice Programming selections arc singles which,I, in V
the opinion of our reviewing staff, are deserving! ol I
special programmer consideration.

THE KING TONES
(Atco 667
Goodnight Baby
(3:12)
(Cotillic
BMI g Hiro)
Japanese best seller packing
oldie flavor and very pretty Englis
language section. Could be the trar
Pacific left-fielder that shakes up t
top forty market ala "Sukiyaki
Don't be surprised. Flip: "Like}
Castoff Puppy' - (3:09) (Cotillion, B1
I s - Kasho)
LES
TROUBADOURS
DU
Rl
BAUDOUIN (Philips 40609)
Sanctus (1:36) (BIEM|gfgArr: Haaza
Steadily building underground p |
of this track from the "Missa Lubf
LP has forced the single after s
years. The unusual Afro-spiritui
mass selection is highlighted in "I
and could become a heavy self
through FM channels. Flip: "Kyrir
(2:03) (Same credits.)
TIM ROSE (Columbia 44849)
Roanoke (2:14) (Sunbeam, BMI S
Rose)
Ever-growing as a pop/undergrouj
artist, Tim Rose has an excella
track here to break him into the safi
lists. One of his most commercj
dates (as an artist), "Roanoke" mis
prove to be the big eye-opener. Flfl
"Baby Do You Turn Me On" (3:0
(Same credits)
CARTOONE (Atlantic 2630)
Reflections on a Common Then
(2:38) (Nootrac, ASCAP — Creigal
First side from the Cartoone show]
them as pop artists, now the act go
in for a bit of country flavored blu
on a stunning side with plenty of F]
appeal. Could spread from there. Fli|
"A Penny for the Sun" (3:06) (San
credits)

MERGIN TRAFFIC (Decca 732489)
Bit By Bit (2:22) (Earl Barton, BMI
- Thompson) The Merging Traffic
should get a green light from many
Top 40 programmers for this commercial
light-rock
outing.
Up-tempo
side
has
instant
impact.
Flip:
"Deep In Kentucky" (2:15) (Barmour, BMI — Davidson)

MAGIC REIGN (Jamie 1374)
Jefferson Street (2:11) (Dandelion/
Lineris, BMI — Volk, Bucker, Crossen. Winkler, Peters) The MagicReign could do lor Jefferson Street
what has aleady been done for South
Street: immortalize it in a hit song.
Deck is a fast-paced ditty of teen
rendezvous; Flip: "Charcoal Sketch"
(2:47) (Dandelion/Lincris, BMI —
Volk. Bucker)

POZO SECO (Columbia 44841)
Creole Woman (2:54) (Fiction, B8
— Taylor)
Hearty folk-funk track brings tl
Pozo Seco back with their first sit
in some time. Team could rack ji
enough FM action to break the sij
wide open on top forty waves. Fli|
"Leavin"" (3:44) (Fiction, BMI*
Williams)

WINSTONS (Metromedia 117)
Color Him Father (3:06) (Holly Bee,
BMI — Spencer) Combination narration/song outing from the Winstons
packs sales punch with a social message and should be a good item for
soul and rock outlets. Flip: "Amen,
Brother" (2:35) (Holly Bee. BMI—
Winstons)

SAN FRANCISCO
EARTHQUAKE
(Smash 2218)
The Day Lorraine Came Down (Kangaroo. BMI — Young) Lots of good
production effects could give the San
Francisco Earthquake their longawaited hit. Tune is psychedelicized ode to Lorraine. Flip: "Everybody Laughed" (2:15) (T.M., BMI
— Young)

THE OSMOND BROTHERS (Barnaby
2005)
Taking a Chance On Love (2:40)
(Miller, ASCAP — Latouche, Fetter,
Duke) From a soft opening, the Osmond Brothers build steadily into a
solid teen entry. The standard song
is brought to ringing life in this
MOR/top 40 effort. Flip: "Groove
with What You Got" (2:22) (Novalene, BMI — Vegas, Burns)

HARVEY

ROBIN (Abnak 136)
Dirty Old Man (2:24) (Metric, Bl\
— Bramlett, David)
Off-the-wall material on this sij
of the Robin (of Jon &) single servi
as a potent track for pop conside
ation and could even stir r&b r
sponse. Flip: "Honey Bee" (2:1'
(Earl Barton, BMI — Thompsoi
Country styled pop side with exti
drive for teen exposure.

WALTER WANDERLEY (A&M 1023)
Surfboard (2:35) (Ipanema, ASCAP
— Jobim) Peculiar organ styling
gives this gliding Brazilian samba
side an attention grabbing quality
bound to extra attention from MOR
programmers and listeners. Flip:
"When It Was Done" (2:20) (Ja-Ma,
ASCAP — Webb)
JULIUS WECHTER & BAJA MARIMBA BAND (A&M 1047)
Big Red (2:11) (Almo, ASCAP—DeVito)
Happy-go-lucky number should stir
up a dancing-in-the-streets feeling
among good music programmers ana
fans, and could pull in some good
sales for Julius Wechter & Co. Flip:
"Peru '68" (2:18) (Almo, ASCAP
— Wechter)

AVERNE

BAND

(Uptite

12)

Run Away Child (Running Wild)
(3:12) (Jobete, BMI — Whitfield,
Strong) The recent Temptations smash
gets a solid instrumental reading
from the Harvey Averne Band. Good
material for almost all formats.
Flip: No into available.

JOE BATAAN (Fania 492)
Sad Girl (2:37) (Fania, BMI — Smit
Wiggins)
Excellent soft blues with a lay
percussion support to fire this old!
fashioned outing. Bound to see •
action, the side could take off W
there into the teen market. Fli)
"Pepe El Toro" (3:25) (Fania, B|
— Fuentes)

EQUALS (President 110)
Michael And The Slipper Tree (3:13)
(Piccadilly, BMI — Grant, Gordon)
Cute novelty outing could put the INEZ & CHARLIE FOXX (Dynai*
"T"
'"Baby Come Back ' crew back on 134
the charts in a big way. Marked im- We Got a Chance to Be Free (3:5£
(Catalogue/Cee & Eye, BMI — Fox;
provement in lyric quality here.
Flip: " Honey Gum" (2:58) (Picca- Cooper)
dilly, BMI — D. & L Gordon)
Soul identity m e s s a g e is smashing!
delivered on a side that should sc
powerhouse response across the r«
CHIFFONS (Laurie 3497)
Love Me Like You're Gonna Lose network. Flip: "Speed Ticket" (Sain
pubs. BMI — I & C Foxx)
Me (2:48) (Jillbern, BMI — Levine
Wine) The Chiffons are back with a
potent new (for them) sound that MOONRAKERS (Shamley 44012) J
could find quick Top 40 approval.
He's A Comin' My Lord (2:50) (C»
This haunting,
mid-tempo
ballad idge, ASCAP — Van Dorn) Searin
oflering mixes the best of the early instrumental work backing up soaFijj
60 s sound with some fresh production vocals might stir up some fire. 0
approaches. Flip: "Three Dips Of FM playlists. Flip: "Love Train
Ice Cream" (2:06) (S&J, ASCAP —
(2:47) (Claridge, ASCAP — Van Don
Zerato)
Phillips)
Cash Box — May 3,
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PolydorSets Indie Deal
With Shadow Morton;
Pacts Ex-Youngblood

Straight Names Execs,
Sets Up Distrib Net

NEW YORK — Polydor Records has
increased its potential product output
with the signing of an independent
production deal with Shadow Morton
and the exclusive pacting of former
Youngblood Jerry Corbitt to a producing and performing pact.
Morton, who began his production
career with the Shangri-Las and
moved up to contemporary artists
Janis Ian and the Vanilla Fudge, among others, will be scouting for talent for the label, and will have authority to pact those acts he wants to produce. Negotiations for the deal are
being handled by Johanan Vigota for
Morton, and Jerry Schoenbaum, Polydor president, for the label.
Corbitt, former lead guitarist for the
Youngbloods, will be recording and
producing in San Francisco, where he
now makes his home. His composing
and vocal talents were a major part
of the old Youngbloods sound. Corbitt's
first album for Polydor is already in
the works and will be out shortly.

HOLLYWOOD — Straight Records, the
recently formed Herb Cohen and
Frank Zappa label, has named Gene
Block as national sales manager and
Grant Gibbs as national promotion director.
Block, a fourteen year music business vet, comes to the firm after a
stint as national sales manager of tape
and equipment for Muntz Stereo-Pak.
Previous to that, he helped form Uni
Records and assumed the post of national sales manager during its formative years. He started in the business with Columbia Records.
Gibbs is currently screening applicants for key promotional posts and
will shortly name promotion managers
for the East, Middle West, and Western Regions.
Neil Reshen, business manager for
Bizarre, the parent company, will
serve in the same capacity for Straight.
Reshen recently returned from Europe
after preliminary steps towards setting
up London offices for Bizarre ana
Straight.
According to Cohen, Straight was
formed because "we felt some of the
product we have come up with just is
not bizarre enough for Bizarre," Initial artist roster for the new label includes Tim Buckley, Julie Felix, Judy
Henske, Captain Beefheart, Alice Cooer, Lord Buckley and Jeff Simmons,
'irst product from the label, set for
release this week, is the "Alice Cooper"
album and the group's first single,
"Reflected." The second release, in
May, will consist of Beefheart, Henske
and Buckley albums.

P

Distrib Setup

Pictured at the signing of Shadow
Morton as independent producer for
Polydor are, from left, Guy F. Gravenson, national public relations manager,
pop division; James J. Frey, director
of sales and marketing; Morton; attorney Johanan Vigota; and Noel Love,
national promotion manager, pop division.

Ken Cooper To
Epic A&R Slot
NEW YORK — Ken Cooper has been
named associate producer with the
popular A&R department of Epic
Records. The appointment was announced last week by Larry Cohn, director of Epic A&R.
In his post, Cooper will be responsible for working with and recording
several of the label's contemporary
talents. He will also help develop
ideas and concepts to keep Epic on
top of new trends in pop music.
With CBS Records for a short
time, Cooper was formerly associate
manager of popular LP merchandising and worked as an assistant to
Dave Wynshaw, director of Columbia
artist relations.
Cooper had been with the William
Morris Agency and Albert B. Grossman Management before coming to the
label.

Block has concluded setting up
Straight's indie distributor lineup,
which consists of: Godwin, Atlanta;
Transcontinental, Boston; Gold Record,
Buffalo; F&F Arnold, Charlotte; Summit, Chicago and Cincinnati; Main
Line, Cleveland and Pittsburgh; B&K,
Dallas and Houston; Arc, Denver; Seaboard, East Hartford; Eric, Honolulu;
Record Merchandising, Los Angeles;
Tell, Madison, Wise; Record Sales,
Memphis; Tone, Miami;
Heilicher
Bros, Minneapolis; Nashville Music,
Nashville; Apex-Martin, Newark; All
South, New Orleans; Dome, N.Y.;
Universal Records, Philadelphia; Endisco, Phoenix; Transcontinental, San
Francisco; Consolidated, Seattle; Roberts, St. Louis; Schwartz Brothers,
Washington, D.C.; Stan's Record Service, Shreveport.

Gold Bonanza
NEW YORK — Jerry Butler has climaxed a five-hit string of singles by
earning his first RIAA Gold disk for
his current Top 5 "Only The Strong
Survive." The Mercury Records artist,
who kicked off his career more than
ten years ago with "For Your Precious Love," and has had numerous
hits in the ensuing years, began his
current streak one-and-a-half years
ago with "Lost," and followed with
"Never Give You Up," "Hey Western
Union Man," "Are You Happy" and
his current charter. All five singles are
present on "The Ice Man Commeth"
album, currently riding the charts.

Producer's Profile

JERRY WEXLER
In these media-saturated times every
hip kid can rattle off the names of
the top record producers of the moment. When Jerry Wexler cut his first
record, there were few people outside
of the industry who even knew what
a producer was.
That was back in 1951, when Jerry
first joined Atlantic Records after a four
year stint with Billboard.
"Ahmet
(Ertegun, Atlantic president) took me
into a studio, sat me behind a board
and said let's make a record," is the
way Jerry remembers his introduction
to the world of the producer. In the
early days at Atlantic, which was even
then developing into one of the stronger
indie labels, Jerry worked with such
rock pioneers as Ray Charles, Big Joe
Turner, the Drifters, the late Chuck
Willis, Ivory Joe Hunter, LaVern Baker,
the Clovers and Clyde McPhatter. Everything was internally produced by the
Atlantic staff because, in those days,
the indie producer was a non-existant
concept.
"In the beginning, I worked with
Ahmet or one of the other execs, but
after a while we found ourselves with
too many artists to record and began
splitting up the work and producing
individually," recalls Jerry.
The heavy workload at Atlantic was
also responsible for the first independent production. Jerry Leiber and Mike
Stoller, two already successful songwriters, had opened Spark Records in
L.A. along with Lester Sill. Because of
various problems, the pair sold out to
Atlantic, coming along to produce their
major act, the Robins, who were
renamed the Coasters. A scheduled
session with the Drifters was in danger
of cancellation, because none of the
Atlantic staff was free at the time.
Looking back, the decision to let Leiber
and Stoller produce the Drifters seems
minute, but at the time it was a major
move. The pair clicked with "Moonlight
Bay," a 100,000 seller, and then
followed with "There Goes My Baby,"
the group's first million-seller and the
record that introduced strings to rock
& roll.

Jerry Wexler has always been a pro
ducer, but he's also' always been ar
executive, and there are periods ir
Atlantic's history where his executive
memories overshadow all others. One
executive memory he remembers witf
pride was Atlantic's acquisition of ar
8-track tape recorder. "Les Paul hat
the first one Ampex made, but he jus
used it for his own records. Jimm>'
Carrol (Mitch Miller's assistant) got thi
second one, but he took it up to thi
mountains to play with it. We got thi
third one in 1956 and we went to town
Every record we cut in New York fron
1956 on (up until the last few years
almost everything was done in Nevi
York) was cut on the 8-track, so tha
we are able to re-release most of ou
old material (in remixed form) in tru I
stereo.
In the early 1960's, lerry began t
devote more and more time to th I
executive side of the business, a movl
which finally paid off when the firrt
was purchased by Warner Bros/Sevel
Arts. "When we were first sold, all thi
pop pundits predicted that Atlantii
would quickly fall prey to the virus ci
big business, but I'm proud to say the 1
we fooled them all. We think indeperf
dent, we deal independent, for all pracl
tical purposes, we are independent !
But, once a producer, always a prtl
ducer (even Ahmet Ertegun is still turr I
ing out product) and Jerry soon founl
himself back behind the control boaril
"When I went to Memphis for the fir |
time and saw the Stax operation, will
their system of using a set rhythil
section and head arrangements, I knel
it was something exciting, somethirl
I wanted to do. Actually, this was wheil
I came in, because back in the eanl
fifties we were into using head arrangJ
ments, but it never sounded quite l i l l
the Memphis sound."
The first disk produced by Jerry I
Memphis was Wilson Pickett's " M i l
night Hour," and he's sworn by t i l
Memphis rhythm section ever sincl
In occasional collaboration with To I
Dowd and Arif Mardin, he's since p r I
duced a flock of hit disks with Picket
Aretha Franklin, Dusty Springfield, t i l
Sweet Inspirations, Solomon Burke ar I
others. Jerry is currently in Muscl
Schoals, Alabama (another solid rhythl
town) cutting the first solo LP outiili
for Cher since she moved under t l |
Atco banner. •
Another major project on Jerry's sla
is Ice, a local group just signed to tl
label. The group, which Jerry describ
as having a sound that falls betwei
Lenny Bruce, Tom Leher and Leona
Cohen, will mark the first contempors;
production for Wexler, who's be>|
staying in the R&B bag up until noj
"On one hand, I have to say that I
still learning something new every da;
said Wexler. "On the other hand, I"
found that most 'new inspirations' i
have are just reworkings of things tf
have been in my mind for the l<
15 years." In any case, whether i
new or old to Jerry Wexler, the sou
is fresh to today's record buyers, who
been picking up on his disks in recc
numbers.

NEW YORK — Atlantic Records has
earned two more RIAA-certified Gold
Album awards for the lastest outings
by the Rascals and Cream. The Rascals award, for their double-album set
"Freedom Suite," marks their fifth
gold album. "Goodbye," the last album from the disbanded Cream, was
also certified, giving the group a gold
disk for each of their four albums.

NEW YORK — The Epic LP, "Donovan's Greatest Hits" has passed the
million dollar mark in sales and has
been certified as a gold album by the
Record Industry Association of America (RIAA). Donovan previously a warded a gold record for his Epic single, "Mellow Yellow."
40

THE BIG SEND-OFF is what Stereo Dimension's Evolution label is planr
for its new vocal find Larry Santos. Loren Becker, label president, believes i
tosi is such a "powerhouse performer" that he is holding a series of regional
tributor meetings to introduce the young rock vocalist and his Sound to salesir
At the New York meeting, held at the Fine Recording Studio and the Headqi
ters restaurant, distribs from Miami, Hartford, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., F
adelphia and New York attended as well as reps from SD's Belgian affiliate,
Anvers Co. Tape reps were also present to hear all ten selections in the LP ca
t i A . n M a n " Shown above are the gents who acted as hosts: Bobby Byrne
bel A&R director; Loren Becker, president; Larry Santos; Russ Hamm, ai
engineer; and Nick Albarano, director of sales and promotion for SD.
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EXPLOSIVE
SALES POWER!
THE 18™ CENTURY CORP.

BACHARACH
BAROQUE

The 18th Century Corporation/
"Bacharach Baroque"
UAS-6697

TITO RODRIGUEZ
Ml RAZPN: AMARTE

LISTEN TO THE MOVIES WITH

JIMMY ROSELLI
CORE SPEZZATO

Jimmy Roselli/"Core Spezzato"
UAS-6698

CHUCHO
AVELLANET
NOES UN
JUEGO
EL AMOR

FERRANTE & TEICHER
V w

*

The Hassle$/"Hour Of The Wolf
UAS-6699

Ferrante & Teicher/"Listen To The
Movies With Ferrante & Teicher"
UAS-6701

iWEET SOUL SHAKIM

THE STINGER MAN
JIMMY McCRACKLIN

JOSH WHITE JR.
ONE STEP FURTHER

Josh White, Jr./"One Step Further"
UAS-6703

1§J ^MMT^
UNITED-

Awnsis

Tito Rodriquez/"Mi Razon
flmarte"
L-31040/LS 61040

•m

Chucho flvellanet/"No Es Un Juego
El
flmor"
L-31M1/LS 61041

Young Hearts/"Sweet Soul Shakin'"
LP-24016

Jimmy McCracklin/"The Stinger
Man"
LP-24017
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Bohanan To Helm Muntz Music Sales;
New Company Developments Are Outlined
VAN NUYS — Veteran record figure Don Bohanan has just been named
national music sales manager of
Muntz Stereo-Pak, Inc.
Bohanan has moved to the Muntz
homebase in Van Nuys from Philadelphia, where he had been established since 1967 as sales manager
of Philco-Ford's pre-recorded entertainment division. He had previously
been vice-president of Hanna-Barbera
Record Sales, Inc. and national sales
manager for Liberty Records.
The development by Muntz StereoPak of a national manager expressly committed to music sales is unprrecedented in '.the company's history,
M"untz is the field's only major producer of stereophonic cartridges as
well as car and home playback equipment with which the cartridges are
used. Since the company's formation
in 1963, Muntz units and Muntz music
have been the incorporated dominion
of a single marketing director.
According to president Earl Muntz,
the respective sales volumes of Muntz
cartridges and Muntz units have increased to the point that each must
necessarily now become independent
of the other in all marketing respects.
"It is no longer practical to combine
music and units under a single sales
program," explains Muntz. "Each has
become sutticiently large to warrant
total rather than divided marketing emphasis. To that end, we have
charged Bohanan to reform and
direct our music sales."
Bohanan's experience with both
playback equipment and records is
cited by Muntz as a complementing
and bridging feature on which his
company's marketing programs could
be greatly reinforced. "His vast record industry background marked him

as the obvious choice to head up our
cartridge sales, while his association
with playback equipment at PhilcoFord qualifies him to lend supportung
counsel to our marketing of units."
In recent months, Muntz himself had taken on a greater personal
share of the company's sales responsibilities, teaming with his son Jim
and company official Syles Fralick
to step up the flow of Muntz units
into the field. Muntz says he will now
return some of this burden to
a special task force of sales specialists, thus freeing him to visit Muntz
Cartridge City centers across the U.S.
and increase his personal participation in major trade and consumer exhibitions.
Most Productive Period
Muntz says the current year reflects
Muntz Stereo-Pak's most productive
period, singling out its recent development of a factory-based customer service division as among the most rewarding projects to be undertaken in
that time. "This customer service division has effectively deterred what
had been the growing problem, of field
service, while simultaneously educating the public and sales personnel
across the country to maintenance
techniques conducive to peak performance."
Other Muntz developments during
recent months include the establishing of an international mail-order division and an accelerated dealer support program of promotional and
point-of-purchase merchandising materials. A newly-installed IBM system
is processing orders more quickly
while arrangements have been effected with air and land carriers to speed
shipments at less-expensive rates.
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Liberty Stereo-Tape's
new VP is a travel bug.
Coming your way
soon!
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Dan Bohanan
4-Track Coverage
"We've worked out some growing
pains," acknowledges Muntz, "but
our greatest challenge remains the
need for greater national 4-track
coverage.
"The West Coast is a solid 4-track
stronghold. Our representation here
- nearly two dozen Cartridge City
centers in the greater Los Angeles
area alone — proves that 4-track will
dominate any market in which it is
given fair representation."
Bohan augmented Muntz' comments
with a few points of his own. "We
are going to make major inroads with
4 track in the midwest and east," he
said. "Today, 60% of 4 track sales
come from the west coast, Arizona
and Texas. And since it sells at a
dollar less than 8 track, we feel it
can make its mark in other areas as
well. Our goal is to be the 'King of
the 4 Track Business' and make it
a
lasting
thing.
We
certainly
sell enough hardware to be able to
do it."
, Muntz points also to Detroit, the
nation's fifth largest city and a
massive purchasing market, as a
striking example of 4-track prevailing when it is available. "Detroit was
a pilot program for us," says Muntz.
"We decided it was by far the most
hostile and thus least receptive area
to 4-track because of its position as
automotive industry homebase. If we
could survive Detroit, we could compete anywhere.
"We opened a complete car stereo
center on Gratiot Avenue near 8-Mile
Road in May, 1967, and announced
plans to provide the Muntz product
name and the 4-track system with
maximum exposure in the heart of
the automotive market. Some of us
distinctly heard the sound of industry
giggles."
According to Muntz, he no longer
hears such sounds. Muntz Cartridge
City in Detroit is now the second
most successful car stereo and cartridge center in the world. "The only
other
markets
we've
competed
for are Texas, Florida and Louisiana, and they too are 4-track fortresses.
"We intend now to take our case
before the people of such other
major markets as Chicago and the
East Coast by setting up Muntz installations there. Some people say
we've surrendered these markets,
but the fact is we've never actually
competed for them. There's no way
you can surrender something you've
never had.
"I want to make it clear that Muntz
Stereo-Pak is pledged to make 4-track
the commanding cartridge configuration. We will accomplish this through
a nationwide network of complete car
stereo centers. Meanwhile, we will
provide our present dealers with increased promotional support: There
will be a 4-Track King in every major
city."
Defective Return Policy
Bohanan also advised that Muntz
will be setting up a new Defective
Cartridge return policy whereby the
dealer will not be responsible for a
faulty cartridge. When the consumer
finds a faulty cartridge, he will be
advised (it will be printed in bold
type right on the cartridge) to return the cartridge to Muntz in California and he will be sent the same

NEW YORK M Two new blank e a i f c
sette audio tapes allowing 90 and 121 j
minutes of recording and playbac §,r(|0
have been placed on the market b ffjL
Ampex Corporation.
L.R. Sainsbury,
vice
presid'eniB
general manager of the magnetjWQ
tape division, said that the additions .
to Ampex' 361 Series cassette tap I , r
line operate at 1-7/8 inches per sec ft
ond and can be used with all catllL.
sette recorders currently on thlil I
market. The Ampex line of blanlj I
cassettes now ranges from 30-minutlLvf
to two hours of playing time.
Cassettes measure 4-inches long b 9 '
21/2 inches wide and lA inches dee| f"- a
They
contain
.150-inch-wide
tap I P
which ranges in length from 150 feeVfor 30 minutes of playing time to 6t jt[™
feet for 120 minutes.
^4,1 Cha
1 1

West Coast Orders pey
SoarForMM-lOOOg C

Ampex Corporation is deliverinj^)
more than 30 of its new MM-1000-1
I
audio mastering recorders to pop an® &
electric rock recording studios in thlWs
Los Angeles area, among them aiPton
Columbia Records, Costa Production W &c
LewRon, RCA, Soul Recorders, Sour | P P
Emporium, Sunset Sounds and Verify
Studios. *
i"Bal
"The rapid acceptance of the Mft§® cas
1000 as the standard in the mastcfjP R
recording industry is reflected by tl Si Gat
large number of orders in U'Jjpa"
Angeles," said A.A. Sroka, gener&ry 1
manager of the professional audi® Gn
products division. "The MM-1000 | M
being used in the production of i § | | ["The
vision
commercials
as
well < £! "T
in master recording applications T"—
The MM-1000 has the capacity
permit each instrument or group \
instruments at a recording session
be recording separately. Tracks mfl
be re-recorded or added at a late
date. Balance, blending and remixii
can be achieved by the engineer ai
the director after the musicians ha'j
left, allowing more time for musician I
to
perform
creatively
at ea< i
recording session. Starting price f
the MM-1000 is $17,000

Int'l Artists Signs
Exclusive ITCC Pact
HOUSTON — International
Artis
Producing Corp, whose Bubble Pup]
scored a major success with "H
Smoke and Sassafras," has just co
eluded an exclusive tape releasii
arrangement with International Ta
Cartridge Corp. (ITCC).
According to Bill Dillard, IA pre
dent, the arrangement is to run t
three years and covers cassette
four and eight track cartridges a
reel-to-reel tapes of IA reportoi)
Initial product is expected to hit t
market within 30 days.
Other material is expected
follow shortly and will include t
first LP by the Bubble Puppy as w
as a unique set by Lightnin' Hopkii
The Houston label is expected so
to announce a series of new releas
in the r&b field in addition to t
Hopkins package, and at the sar
time will release a group of count
performers as well.
title as a replacement. If it is
longer available, the customer v»
be sent a catalog from which he c
chose a substitute cartridge.
"We will also enlarge our sa
department,"
Bohanan
continue
"provide better service, spend mc
time in the field, provide our peoij
with merchandising aids and adva
tising
programs.
We
will
be taking a serious look at c
present form of distribution."
Cash Box — May 3,1?
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130-pg Catalog Tells RCA's 'Stereo Story'

9 C a r t r i d g e s F r o m ITCC
IRFIELD, NJ — The International
pe Cartridge Corp. has just resed 29 new tape cartridges in an
ril-finale which includes several
•rent best seller albums and a series
catalogue releases formerly not
ailable on tape.
•"he month's issue includes selections
m the Alegre, Audio Fidelity, Bud| i GNP Crescendo, Douglas, 4
rners of the World, ITCO, Kapp,
f}M, Speed, Teardrop and VeeJay
J.alogs.
"itles in the new cartridge group
•: "Real Nitty Gritty" from the
hardo Ray Orchestra
(Alegre);
1 Basile's "Accordion de Paris,"
en Mexico" with Mariachi
ires'rfj Lesta
Dias, Pedro Garcia's "Cha
magbt iUguelCha"
and "Tango" and the
additr
of Dixieland, Vol. 2" all from
Bite li 'ukes
dio Fidelity; Buddah's "It's Your
per si '.ng"
with the Isley Brothers and
all
iiiii

of It

•

30-ni

i

"The Young Mods' Forgotten Story"
from the Impressions; Billy Strange's
"Great Western Themes
and Les
Baxter's "African Blue" from Crescendo; Richie Havens (Douglas Records) and "The Richie Havens Record"; Los Mayas' "Love Moods"
on 4 Corners; ITCO's "16 Pieces of
Gold" Volumes 1, 2 and 3 featuring
various performers; Mell Tillis (Kapp)
with "who's Julie"; a 4-track only
"Sincere" from MGM's
Ultimate
Spinach; "The Terrible Frank Nieves"
and Diane & Carole with "Feeling
the Pain" from the Speed label; Teardrop's "Sunny & the Sunliners,"
"Dejame & Sonar" from Rudy & the
Reno Bops, and "Triste-Payaso" by
the Starlights; and a series of VeeJay
releases including five J i m m y Reed
albums, "The Best of John Lee Hooker" and "The Best of the Staples
Singers.'
flHIflHIHHHIHHHjlM

RCA Records last week issued a
130-page full-color Stereo 8 cartridge
Tape catalog containing the largest
and most all-inclusive list of cartridge
titles for any one record company.
Titled "The Stereo 8 Story," the
booklet contains nearly 800 cartridge
titles from RCA's own catalog and the
catalogs of labels manufactured and
marketed by RCA g - including RCA

1 New Packages From GRT

m YORK — General Recorded Tape
3 just released a 31 package resL „
lies £<| i se consisting of 16 cassettes, 14
ide | rack cartridges and a 4-track aln ISO I BB
me in ncluded on the list of new tapes are;
•C's "Dizzy" by Tommy Roe and
y Charles with "Modern Sounds in
I:w Music" (both are new cassette
eases); Leon Ashley with "Mental
i jrney" from Ashley Records (8ck); Cadet LP's "Getting Our Thing
•gether" from Brother Jack McDuff
deliciij track), "Soulful Strings in Concert"
lass.), [Ramsey Lewis' "Mother NaM l i i
to pop *|-e's Son" (cass.), and the Dells'
dios iip-lways Together" (cass.); Pigmeat
them!1 irkham's Chess set "The Hustlers"
• rtr. & cass.); ] Rejoice with
" "Novem
roductn
iers, Sw r Snow" on Dunhill (8-tr); ESPsk's Pearls Before Swine debut LP
d "Balaklava" from the same act
)f the! ath cassettes); Xzvier Mitchell (on
the mi]] Icon Records with "Rosalbita" (8); Gateway's "Do Anything You
cted by J anna"
from Harold Betters (8-tr) ;
in
ckory packages by Ray Acuff "All
i j C - me Greatest Hits" and Donovan's
ional '4 latch the
Wind,"
"Fairytale"
MM* d "The Real Donovan" (all cass.)
tion oil th "The Best of Ernie Ashworth
well I
jplicaltoj
capati'!]
or rgroff
ig sessi«|
Tracks'
at a J
,nd rem

iers

i

(8-tr.); Metromedia's "Bambi McCormick" and "Herb
Bernstein's
New Crusade- (8-tr.); Monument's
"Canta en Espanol" (cass.), and
Boots Randolph's "With Love" (4 &
8-tr. and cassette); "The Greatest
Hits of Gene Pitney" as a Musi cor
cassette; Nashville's "The Top Ten of
Country Music," "Steel Guitars Hall
of F a m e " and "Folsom Prison Blues"
all 8-tr.; Pallette's Digno Garcia with
"Greatest Hits"
(8-tr.)
and
the
Uniques on Paula with "Uniquely
Yours" (8-track.)

Ambassador Sets 1st
8-Track LP Release
NEW YORK — Ambassador Records
has completed its largest first quarter,
centering/on the success of a new
country-and-western line. Ambassador has also set May for its first 8
track release. Labels involved in the
release will be Ambassador (pop),
Tifton (international) Mountain Dew
(country & western)
and Power
(R&B). There will be over fifty titles
involved in the first release with the
firm's entire catalogue to be made
available eventually.

Mercury Release:
22 8's/26 Cassettes

Red Seal, Victor, Camden and Colgems, Calendar, Buena Vista, Chart,
Diamond, Gamble, Crescendo, White
Whale and Prestige.
For its previous Stereo 8 catalog,
RCA processed more than one million
orders from its distributors who, in
turn, made the catalogs available to
their dealers and consumers. It is
anticipated an even larger number of
the new catalogs will find their way
to consumers.
In addition to cartridge titles, the
catalog also gives their list price
categories and lists such accessories
as head cleaning cartridge.

CHICAGO — Mercury's pre-recorded
tapes division has hurried 22 new 8track stereo cartridges and 26 music
cassettes to conclude its April product
release. Included in the company's
issue are selections from the international, pop and country catalogs of
Mercury, Philips, Philips Int'l and
Smash Records.
Albums available now as both 8track cartridges and cassettes are
Mercury's "Precious Memories" by
Faron Young, Dave Dudley's "One
More Mile," The Don Costs Concept"
and "The Heart of the March" (as a
twin-pak cartridge or Vols. 1 & 2 in
cassette form). Philips releases include: "The Best of Nina Simone,"
"The Soul of Paul Mauriat," "Extensions" with the Mystic Moods Orchestra; "New Improved Blue Cheer" and
Harvey Mandel's "Righteous." International product features: "Musical
Treasures of" selections for Germany,
Israel, Greece, Brazil and Japan; and
"Mexican Spectacular," "Irish Souveniers" and "The Spanish Riding
School." Smash Records product in
the April's end release covers "All
Country" from Jerry Lee Lewis,
"Mencodino" from the Sir Douglas
Quintet, Noro Wilson's "Dedicated To:
Only You" and 2 volumes of "Jerry
Lee Lewis Sings the Country Music
Hall of F a m e . "
In cassette only are: music from
"Promises, Promises" by the original
cast on United Artists; and two volumes from Vanguard with "Any Day
Now" by Joan Baez.

RCA Records has just released 15
Stereo-8 Cartridge Tapes for May. The
popular release includes The Youngbloods' latest "Elephant Mountain;"
"Real True Lovin' " by Steve & Eydie;
"The Impossible Dream" by Ed
Ames; "The Adventures of Keith;"
"Snow in All Seasons" by Hank Snow;
"Connie's Country" by Connie Smith;
"Dottie West and Don Gibson" and
"Los Dandys" by Nuestros Primeros
Exitos. There are two Twin Packs
featured in May, "Glenn Yarbrough
Sings the Rod McKuen Songbook" and
Eddy Arnold's "My World/Turn The
World Around."
The Red Seal Stereo 8 Cartridge
Tapes for May feature tenor, Placido
Domingo singing "Romantic Arias"
with Edward Downes conducting the
Royal Philharmonic; Leopold Stokowski
conducting
the
Chicago
Symphony in "Khachaturian's 'Symphony No. 3' and Rimsky-Korsakoff's
'Russian Easter Overture' "; and
Eugene Ormandy conducting The
Philadelphia Orchestra in
Liszt's
'Hungarian Rhapsodies Nos. 1 and 2;'
Smetena's 'The Bartered
Bride';
(Overture,
Polka,
Furiant;)
and
Dvorak's 'Scherzo Capriccioso.' "
The Camden Stereo 8 Cartridge
Tape release includes "Peter Nero
plays 'Born Free' and Others" and a
Variety Twin Pack, "Living Brass,
Living Jazz, Living Marimbas, Living
Strings, Living Voices "Music for
Doing Your Thing."

IS Cartridge Release
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THE GREATEST RECORDING ORGANISATION IN THE WORLD

o(

knows
the
record
markets
of
the
world...

Truciai sums
••
U-S.S.R.(Asiatic) 106,433.000
Yemen
4,500,000

And here's the proof. The above is just one page from "A TOUR OF T H E W O R L D
RECORD MARKETS" - an intriguing and informative 8o-page book produced
by EMI, (the World's Greatest Recording Organisation). A limited number
of copies are now offered free. If you would like a copy write to EMI Group
Record Services, EMI House, Manchester Square, London, England, W1A 1ES.
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m m TOP 100 Albums
May 3, 1969
35
Original Cast (RCA Victor LSO 1150)

BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS
(Columbia CS 9720)

Glen Campbell (Capitol ST 120)

HAPPY TRAILS

37

GENTLE ON MY MIND
Glen Campbell (Capitol ST 2809)

Tom Jones (Parrot PAS 71025)

38

LAUGH-IN 69

39

THE ICE MAN COMETH

4

40

ROMEO & JULIET

CLOUD NINE

0

ENGELBERT

0

IN-A-GADDA-DA-VIDA

6

11

12

SWITCHED ON BACH
Walter Carlos-Benjamin Folkman (Columbia MS 7194)

BALL

42

7

Iron Butterfly (Atco 280)

43
44

Creedence Clearwater Revival (Fantasy 8387)

46

BROOKLYN BRIDGE

47

Glen Campbell (Capitol ST 103)

10

48

(Atlantic SD 8216)

17

GOODBYE

I

THE ASSOCIATION'S GREATEST HITS

I

SOULFUL

49

15

(Warner Bros./7 Arts WS 1767)

50

14

16

53

I'VE GOTTA BE ME

Bob Dylan (Columbia KCS 9825)

65

54

HARD & HEAVY

SH&ommy Roe (ABC-ABCS 683)

29

55

The Rascals (Atlantic SD 2-901)

DIZZY
(Apple SWBO 101)
(Dunhill DS 50048)

23

Original Soundtrack (Columbia BOS 3220)

27

FUNNY GIRL
POST CARD

Paul Revere & Raiders (Columbia CS 9753)

A

32

2

The Beatles-Original Soundtrack (Apple SW 153)
Tommy James & The Shondells (Roulette SR 42023)

30

Vanilla Fudge (Atco SD 278)

28

w. c. FIELDS
Original Voice Tracks
(Decca DL 79164)

33

Original Soundtrack (Colgems COSD 5501)

36

OLIVER
Vogues (Reprise RS 6326)

M
.

82

JETHRO TULL

85

SONGS OF THE YOUNG WORLD

86

FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE

87

HAPPY SAD

(Philips PHS 600-299)
Foundations (Uni 73043)

0 . C. Smith (Columbia CS 9756)

88 MY WAY

64

SWEET CHARITY

MUSIC

90

SAY IT LOUD, I'M BLACK AND
I'M PROUD

91

FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE

Mason Williams (Warner Bros./7 Arts WS 1788)

Vikki Carr (Liberty LST 7604)

92 WHEATFIELD SOUL
Guess Who (RCA LSP 4141)

93

35

WILDFLOWERS

66

PROMISES, PROMISES

68

GREEN, GREEN GRASS OF
HOME

96

THE HOLY LAND

97

STAND BY YOUR MAN

Tom Jones (Parrot PAS 71009)
Johnny Cash (Columbia KCS 9726)

48

Tammy Wynette (Epic BN 26451)
50

laB

Dionne Warwick (Scepter SPS 571)

79

682)

112

WHEELSOFFIRE
Cream (Atco SD 2-700)

122

EDIZIONED'ORO
4 Seasons (Philips PHS 2-6501)

132

BOX TOPS SUPER HITS
(Bell 6025)

113

PROMISES. PROMISES
Original Cast (United Artists UAS 9902)

123

CHITTYCHITTY BANG BANG
Original Soundtrack (United Artists UAS 5188)

133

BOTH SIDES NOW
Robert Goulet (Columbia CS 9763)

114

I'M ALL YOURS BABY
Ray Charles (ABC-ABCS 675)
I STAND ALONE
Al Kooper (Columbia CS 9718)

124

ARE YOU EXPERIENCED
Jimi Hendrix Experience (Reprise R/RS 6261)

134

125

TRAFFIC
(United Artists UAS 6676)

135

THOSE WERE THE DAYS
Baja Marimba Band (A&M SP-4167)
20/20
Beach Boys (Capitol SKAO133)

136

DISRAELI GEARS
Cream (Atco 2 3 2 / S D 232)

137

BY THE TIME I GET TO PHOENIX
Glen Campbell (Capitol T / S T 2851)

138

OUTTA SEASON
Ike & Tina Turner (Blue Thumb BTS 5)

139

DIANA ROSS & THE SUPREMES
GREATEST HITS
(Motown M / M S 2-663)

140

MARIANNE FAITHFULLS GREATEST HITS
(London PS 547)

May 3, 1969

116

I LOVE HOW YOU LOVE ME
Ray Conniff (Columbia CS 9777)

126

THE TEMPTATIONS LIVE AT THE COPA
(Gordy GS 938)

117

ITS NOT UNUSUAL
Tom Jones (Parrot PAS 71004)

127

2001ASPACEODYSSEY
Original Soundtrack (MGM STE-13)

118

THE NASHVILLE BRASS PLAY
THE NASHVILLE SOUND
(RCA LSP4059)

128

A THORN IN MRS. ROSE'S SIDE
Biff Rose (Tetragrammaton T 1 0 3 )
1776
Original Cast (BOS3310)

130

BEGGARS BANQUET
Rolling Stones (London PS 539)

4/k

Vjgl

Paul Anka (RCA LSP 4142)

59

129

99

120

[ £ ™ S P E C T I V E THE BEST OF
BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD
Atco (SD 283)

r»
Box -

96

Lawrence Welk (Ranwood RLP 8049)

FELICIANO
Jose Feliciano (RCA Victor LPS/LSP 3957)

I LOVE HOW YOU LOVE ME
Bobby Vinton (Epic BN 26437)

jjlSl

100 GOODNIGHT MY LOVE

131

120

llll

100

STONE SOUL
MongoSantamaria (Columbia CS9780)

CHARLEY PRIDE IN PERSON
(RCA SLP 4094)

92

(Capitol ST 2928)

121

119

95

99 GALVESTON

BOOKENDS
Simon & Garfunkel (Columbia KC 9529)

115

m

BOBBIE GENTRY & GLEN
CAMPBELL

111

u

86

Mothers of Invention (Bizarre 2024)

95
n

Judy Collins (Elektra EKS 74012)

YOU GAVE ME A
MOUNTAIN
Frankie Laine (ABC-ABCS
SOULFUL STRUT

84

A TIME FOR LIVING, A TIME
FOR HOPE

62

98

65

72

Frank Sinatra (Reprise FS 1029)

89

Ed Ames (RCA LSP 4128)

(London PS 548)

Leonard Cohen (Columbia CS 9767)

88

94 UNCLE MEAT

THE MANTOVANISCENE

THE LIVE ADVENTURES OF MIKE
BLOOMFIELD & AL KOOPER

•

85

BUILD ME UP BUTTERCUP

ANY DAY NOW
Joan Baez (Vanguard B S D / 9 3 0 6 / 7 )

J.HEGRADUATE
"ginal Soundtrack (Columbia OS 3180)
n?i?S'J HE ELECTRIC ECLECTRICS
• OF DICK HYMAN
•
(Command 938-S)
1,1
BEAR WORLD
•
Original Cast (Columbia BOS 3260)
TILL
Je
•
" y Vale (Columbia CS 9757)
tJOTHERMANIA
mothers of Invention (Verve V6-5068X)
{HE GILDEO PALACE OF SIN
111 ' e M y i n « B u " i t o B r o s . (A&M SP4175)
"OTHER NATURE'SSON
I ™msey,Lewis (Cadet LSP-821)
'-'.CANTERBURY TALES
K u "g'nal Cast (Capitol SW-229)

n

1 HAVE DREAMED

Original Soundtrack (Decca DL 71502)

NEAR THE BEGINNING

•

|||1$

(Columbia KGP 6)

Jay & The Americans (United Artists UAS 6671)

u

CAMELOT

63
26

SANDS OF TIME

3E TILL

63

SONGS FROM A ROOM

22

CRIMSON & CLOVER

2

LOVIN' THINGS

THE PROGRESSIVE BLUES
EXPERIMENT

YELLOW SUBMARINE

A

OF THE LORD

James Brown (King S-1047)

Original Soundtrack (Warner Bros./7 Arts BS 1712)

61

83

81

68

Grassroots (Dunhill DS 50052)

21

Classics IV (Imperial LP-12429)

ELVIS SINGS FLAMING STAR

GENTLE ON MY MIND
Dean Martin (Reprise RS 6330)

58

80

80

57

Sly & The Family Stone (Epic BN 26456)

57

John Mayall (London PS 545)

THE SOUL OF PAUL MAURIAT

H

Johnny Winter (Imperial LSP 12431)
Diana Ross & The Supremes & The Temptations
(Motown MS 682)

o

TRACES

Tim Buckley (Elektra EKS 74045)

Steppenwolf (Dunhill DS 50037)

THEMES LIKE OLD TIMES
TCB

78

45

THE SECOND

24

Original Radio Themes (Viva V 36018)

Petula Clark (Warner Bros./7 Arts WS 1789)

BLUES FROM LAUREL CANYON

Eddy Arnold (RCA LSP 4110)

STAND!

59
Mary Hopkin (Apple ST 3551)

(MGM-SE 4619)

PORTRAIT OF PETULA

58

Frank Sinatra (Reprise FS 1027)

19

THREE DOG NIGHT

78

Grassroots (Dunhill DS 50047)

THE BEATLES

s

,

Sammy Davis Jr. (Reprise RS 6324)

NASHVILLE SKYLINE

A

42

(Atlantic SD 8190)

20

(Parrot PS 71014)

Ten Years After (Deram DES 18021)

COWSILLS IN CONCERT

Lettermen (Capitol ST 202)
41

THE RASCAL'S GREATEST HITS
TIME PEACE

CYCLES

FREEDOM SUITE

69

(Reprise 6336)

52

I

66

Elvis Presley (RCA-Camden CAS 2304)

Ifll

ELVIS-TV SPECIAL

GOLDEN GRASS

TOM JONES LIVE

* 76

Edwin R. Hawkins Singers (Pavilion PBS 10001)

CHEAP THRILLS

51

I

60

Spirit (Ode 212 44014)

77

47

(Buddah BDS 5034)

WHO KNOWS WHERETHETIMEGOES

18 ,

Dionne Warwick (Scepter SPS 573)

#

WM'i

Elvis Presley (RCA LPM 4088)
Cream (Atco SD 7001)

•

64

79 LET US GO INTO THE HOUSE

Big Brother & Holding Company
(Columbia KCS 9700)

I

,

39

37

Judy Collins (Elektra EKS 74033)

LED ZEPPELIN

STONEDHENGE

Bee Gees (Atco SD 2-702)

9

WICHITA LINEMAN

46

74

P

FOOL ON THE HILL

13

TH E F AM 1LY TH AT PLA YS TOG ETH ER

Zombies (Date TES 4013)

ODESSA

45

BAYOU COUNTRY

44

73

Aretha Franklin (Atlantic SD 8212)

Sergio Mendes & Brasil '66 (A&M SPX 4160)

Steppenwolf (Dunhill DSX 50053)

INSTANT REPLAY

>

56'

SOUL 69

8

AT YOUR BIRTHDAY PARTY

72

Bill Cosby (Warner Bros./7 Arts WS 1770)

MC 5/KICK OUT THE JAMS
(Elektra EKS 74042)

Iron Butterfly (Atco 2501)

TIME OF THE SEASON

FEVER ZONE
Tom Jones (Parrot PAD 71019)

Engelbert Humperdinck (Parrot PAS 71026)

71

Paul Mauriat (Philips 600-292)

Monkees (Colgems COS 133)

Original Soundtrack (Capitol ST 2998)
Temptations (Gordy GLPS 939)

ITS TRUE! I T S TRUE

25

Jerry Butler (Mercury SR 61198)

(Epic BXN 26439)

70

Original Cast (Reprise 6335)

5

DONOVAN'S GREATEST HITS

DOING MY THING

40

Quicksilver Messenger Service (Capitol ST 120)

3

HELP YOURSELF

I
t

36

69
34

Jefferson Airplane (RCA LSP 4133)

2

GALVESTON

II

BLESS ITS POINTED LITTLE HEAD

1

00 00
£> W

HAIR
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Basic Album

Inventory

A check list of best selling pop albums other than those appearing on the CASH BOX Top 100 Album chart. Feature is designed to call wholesalers' & retailers'
attention to key catalog, top steady selling LP's, as well as recent chart hits still going strong in sales. Information is supplied by manufacturers. This is a weekly
revolving list presented in alphabetical order. It is advised that this card be kept until the list returns to this alphabetical section.

FIESTA
Various Artists
Marika Rokk
Peter Lauch und
die Regenpfeifer
Peter Alexander
Various Artists
Anton Karas mit
Schrammebegleitung
Ernst Neger, Chor
und Orchester
Franzl Lang
Fritz Wunderlich
Various Artists
Toni Bruni con
Zuccheri E La Sua
Orchestra
Luciano Virgili
Chorus & Soloists
of the National
Ensemble Nowgorod
Alexander Sheremeta &
His Orchestra
Balogh Istvan es
Szenasi Karoly
Carl Jularbo with
Eberhardt Jularbo
Various Artists
Frank Fallon Orchestra
Boleslaw Novak
Frank Weir &
Concert Orchestra

FONTANA (CONT.)

Drei Weisse Birken
Fur Eine Nacht Boiler Seligkeit

(German) FLPS 1521
(German) FLPS 1513

Lauter Lose Lieder
Mein Ganzes Leben 1st Musik
Erinnern Sie Sich?

(German) FLPS 1510
(German) FLPS 1504
German) FLPS 1503

Heurigenstimmung

(German) FLPS 1502

Die Grosse Stimmungspara'de
Franzl Lang-Die Schonsten Jodler
Der Welt
Mit Fritz Wunderlich Durchs
Land Der Operette
Danze Compagnole Italiane

(German) FLPS 1501
(German) FLPS 1492
(German) FLPS 1527
(Ital) FLPS 1535

Napoli Canta
Italia Canta
Play Balalaika Play

(Ital) FLPS 1516
(Ital) FLPS 1494
(Russian) FLPS 1518

More Folk Songs & Dances of
the Ukraine

(Ukrainian) FLPS 1536

Gypsy Melodies & Csardases

(Hungarian) FLPS 1505

Swedish Folk Dances
Lebanese Folk Music
24 Irish Popular Dances
Favorites
Polki, Oberki, Mazurki, Marsze

(Swed) FLPS 1499
(Leb)FLPS 1497
(Irish) FLPS 1475
(Pol) FLPS 1398

Twentieth Century Folk Mass

John Cage
Various Artists
Leadbelly
Ella Jenkins
Langston Hughes
Jerry Silverman
Chambers Bros.
Pete Seeger
Paul Geremia
Sonny Terry/Brownie
McGhee
Hillel & Aviva
Pete Seeger
Tom Parrott
Pete Seeger
New Lost City Ramblers
Son House & J. D. Short
Pete Seeger
Leadbelly
Dave Van Ronk
Doc Watson
Pete Seeger

This Land Is Your Land
Sings Woody Guthrie
Sings Country Blues
Sings Folksongs
Neon Princess
Last Sessions Vol. 2 (2 Lp Set)
Music Of The Renaissance And
Baroque
Indeterminacy
Sounds Of New Music
Negro Folk Songs For Young People
This Is Rhythm
The Glory Of Negro History
Beginning The Folk Guitar
Orig. Chambers Bros. Groovin' Time
Pete Seeger Sings Leadbelly
Just Enough

FTS 31001
FTS 31002
FTS 31005
FTS 31006
FTS 31009
FA 2942
FM|§5f2! FMS 33652
FT 3704
FX 6160
FC 7533
FC 7652
FC 7752
FM 8353
FTS 31008
FTS 31022
FTS 31023

Preachin' The Blues
Mountain So Fair
The Nativity
Many-Windowed Night
Where Have All The Flowers Gone
Modern Times
Delta Blues
Wimoweh & Other Songs of Freedom & Protest
Take This Hammer
Black Mountain Blues
The Doc Watson Family
How To Play The 5-String Banjo

FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS

31024
31305
35001
31025
31026
31027
31028
31018
31019
31020
31021
38303

FONTANA
Nana Mouskouri
Original Sound Track
Nana Mouskouri
Mr. Oscar Brown Jr.
Goes To Washington
Gloria Lynne
The Pretty Things
Nana Mouskouri
Gloria Lynne
The Mindbenders
Gloria Lynne
The Troggs
New Vaudeville Band
Gloria Lynne
Nana Mouskouri
The Reg Guest
Syndicate
Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky,
Mick & Tich Greatest
Hits
The New Vaudeville
Band On Tour
Original Soundtrack
Various Artists
Gloria Lynne
Various Artists
Gloria Lynne

The Girl From Greece Sings
Black Orpheus
The Voice Of Greece

SRF67504
/SRF67520
/SRF67529

Soul Serenade
The Pretty Things
Nana
Love & A Woman
A Groovy Kind Of Love
Where It's At
Wild Thing With A Girl Like You
Winchester Cathedral
Gloria

/SRF67540
/SRF67541
/SRF67544
/SRF67545
/SRF67546
/SRF67554
/SRF67555
/SRF67556
/SRF67560
/SRF67561
/SRF67563

Songs Of My Land
Underworld

/SRF67565
/SRF67567

To Sir, With Love
England's Greatest Hits
The Other Side Of Gloria
Jerusalem Of Gold (Songs Of 6 Days War)
Here There & Everywhere

/SRF67568
/SRF67569
/SRF67570
/SRF67571
/SRF67572
SRF67577

Love Is All Around
Funky Trumpet On Bway
The $1,000,000 Collection
Get Ready
Baroque Brass
Full House Saxes
Cascading Strings
Big Band Kick
Daughters Of Albion
Love Is All Around
Here There And Everywhere
In The Woodlands Of Weir
Lookin' Thru You

SRF6758M
SRF6757CI
SRF6757}!
SRF675781
SRF6757? 1

GATEWAY
Harold Betters
Harold Betters
Harold Betters
Duquesne University
Tamburitzans
Duquesne University
Tamburitzans
DYNO
Marion Lush
Marion Lush
Marion Lush
Lil' Ronnie
Frank Wojinarowski
The Jumping Jacks

FLPS 25000

FOLKWAYS
Woody Guthrie
Pete Seeger
Big Bill Broonzy
Leadbelly
Tom Parrott
Leadbelly
American Brass Quintet

The Troggs
Ray Davies
Johnny Dankworth
& His Orch.
O'Haras Playboys
The Baroque Brass
Johnnie Gray
Cascading Strings
Tommy Kinsmen
Daughters Of Albion
The Troggs
Gloria Lynne
Little Boy Blues
The Herd

Harold Betters At The Encore
Do Anything You Wana
Swingin' On The Railroad
Tamburitza Seranade
Play, Tamburitza, Play
Golden Voice of Marion Lush
Na Zdrowie
An Evening With Marion Lush
The Lil' Ronie Twirl Album
Polish Melody Time
Go Go With the Jumping Jacks

123'. find
123fiioffii
1604/:|sjc is
1606/: ib!; Ire

1632/!Rhese I
1 6 1 4 / : MJ" LF

Bfp®

GOLDEN
Child's Introduction To Orchestra
Treasury Of Mother Goose
Danny Kaye Tells 6 Stories
Musical Mother Goose
Hans Christian Andersen's
Fairy Tales—Danny Kaye
Grimm's Fairy Tales—Danny Kaye
Show and Tell
Romper Room Official Record
Puff The Magic Dragon
Wonderful Wizard of Oz—Art Carney
Peter and The Wolf
The Little Engine That Could
Kindergarten Playtime Songs
I Went to The Animal Fair
First A.B.C. Record
Songs That Tickle Your Funny Bone
Indoor Play For A Rainy Day
Time To Tell Time
Smokey Bear & Ranger Hal
Dr. Doolittle
Red Riding Hood, Goldilocks & The Three
Bears and The Water Babies
Peter Pan/Thumbelina
Cyril Ritchard—Alice in Wonderland
Vivien Leigh—Peter Rabbit
Snow White and Rose Red

LPLP-1
LP-6
LP-6
LP-7
LP-9
LP-9
LP-11
LP-11
LP-14
LP-15
LP-151
LP-19.
LP-19
LP-19,
LP-19!
LP-19;
LP-19
LP-19
LP-20
LP-20
GW-20
GW-20
GW-20
GW-21
GW21

k

HI-FI
King Pleasure
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Railway Sounds
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Gloria Lynne
Gloria Lynne
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Arthur Lyman
Adriano Celentano
George Wright
George Wright
George Wright
George Wright
George Wright
George Wright
George Wright
George Wright
George Wright

Golden Days
Taboo
Hawaiian Sunset
Bwana A
Pele
Bahia
Taboo Vol. 2
Railroad Sounds
Yellow Bird
Love For Sale
Cotton Fields
Midnight Sun
Hawaiian Sunset, Vol. II
Arthur Layman's Greatest Hits
Lyman 66
The Shadow Of Your Smile
The Gloria Lynne Calendar
Gloria Lynne's Greatest Hits
Aloha, Amigo
llikai
Port Of Los Angeles
Latitude 20
Aphrodisia
His Greatest Italian Hits
George Wright Organ
George Wright's Electric Organ
Genius of George Wright
George Wright's Fair Lady
George Wright's South Pacific
Have Organ Will Travel
Command Performance
Sweet & Low
Tibia & Vox

1

I ? ? ' ' doiini '

SR4;
SR8I
SR8<
SR8i
SR8
SR8
SR8.
SR9 1
SL10'
SL10
SR10
SL10
SL10
SL10
SL10
SL10
SR4SR4SLlOllfc
SL101'
SL10
SL10
SL10
4
I • 7
i ' i
7
7
7
7

10
10

ICi
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ll

1
I: nsights & Sounds Another 'Day Is Done'
NEW YORK — Cash Box was told last
week that Warner Brothers-7 Arts Records has rushed a newly mixed recordeiiilJl
(Con't from Page 26)
ing of "Day Is Done" by Peter, Paul &
I Ray West has returned to the man- Mary to replace the previously pressed
agement field with the signing of performance.
Ijrome MacMurray to a guidance
According to Peter Yarrow, the origl j c t . MacMurray is currently on view inal performance, taken from the teleII town at Brandy's, an East Side pub, cast on a recent Smothers Brothers
I here he performs Friday and Satur- Show, drew complaints from several
I ay night, and Sunday afternoon. Dur- radio stations with regard to the sound
!
,.g the week, he can be found at level.
randy's in Boston.
Remixed "Day Is Done" singles
Heritage Records' Esther Tohbi have already been rushed to national
distributors.
• so filled in for the Temptations last
-[ieek. She'll be on view at the 'Fight
p r Sight' show at Philharmonic Hall,
} ay 4.
'Missa Luba' Spawns Single

JEW YORK

RFfi

,Don Covay intro'd his new down
>me blues sound at a party at Soul
ast,
(a good
new
soul
food
iStaurant) last week.
Roulette's Mike Kelly hot on the
le Eyed Jacks "Sky Of My Mind,"
lich started in Chicago and is
reading in all directions. The la1 has also released the first English
3
by Spanish bombshell La Lupe.
e'll intro the album on Merv Griff s TV'er.

Bunny Brown, Tetragrammaton's
"omotion lady, reports Elyse Weinsrg's "Oh, Deed I Do" a smash in
, jattle, Hartford and Philadelphia
. . And Jonny Podell from the Morty
J
ax office notes that Sunbury/Dunbar
l i l lusic is running strong with "One"
1!
y Three Dog Night, the current
i e n These Eyes" single and "Wheatfield
mm oul" LP from Guess Who, and is exerting big'things from Ed Ames upDining "Son Of A Traveling Man"
ngle.

NEW YORK — Philips Records' "Missa
Luba" collection of authentic Congolese
religious and folk songs, has just
spawned a single. The single, "Sanctus," as performed by les Troubadours
Du Roi Baudouin, has been getting
underground and pop play from the 6year-old LP during the last few months
due to its use in "If," a current flick
hit on the art house circuit. Mercury's
New York distributor, Merrec, has
reportedly sold 8,000 copies of the LP
since the film opened to critical acclaim a few months ago.

g\

'* Told You So Dept. — As far
jVr. as Dec., 1968 we reported that
windmills of Your Mind" was the
J-'iclemy award favorite. On March
-nci W e s e i e t . t e d it as the "certain
inner. The last time we picked a
if'.." 1 the best, song category was
a i w h e n we chose "Tammy" over
.?" l t l e Way.' Bud Dain (who gave
lo one

ftsh Box -

o d d s

knows

o n

we

May 3, 1969

NEW YORK — Cameo Parkway
Records has just opened new offices
in the recently completed building at
1700 Broadway. The firm's corporate
title has also been officially changed
to ABKCO Industries, Inc.

Perls on a recent visit to Cash Box,
"because the blues renaissance is
much more advanced over there, but
a quick look at the LP charts will
show that it's starting to catch on
over here."
Commercial Appeal

Perls points to "I'm So Glad" (a
Cream favorite) and the recent Canned Heat Hit, "Goin' Up The Country,"
as two old country blues songs which
have enjoyed new popularity through
recent recordings. The interesting
thing is that because country blues are
essentially melodic it will be easy for
rock fans to learn to appreciate the
original versions of tunes they're now
hearing in electronic renditions."
Yazoo currently boasts 18 LP's in its
catalog, covering a wide spectrum of
country blues. Since the label has only
limited distribution in several markets, it depends heavily on mail order
sales. Perls thinks the time is right to
secure national coverage and has begun working towards that end.
He has just returned from England,
where he recorded new product with
Jo Anne Kelly and is currently in
negotiations with a major label to release the LP here.

VSD 6512

Lady Coryell
Larry Coryell in
his debut album.
VSD 6509

(Con't. from Page 26)
iff Collie. Copyrights include marial by Jim Reeves and Lee Ross,
ecording to Clark, who notes that
on Sessions is also partnered in
e new ownership of Teran.
"Papa" John Phillips' discovery,
e Jamme, provides some of the
ickground music and song commenry lor the new Dino Martin-Airion
rommer starring flick "A Boy and
Girl," directed by John Derek,
ene Hall scored the film which premiered last week in Westwood. '
O.C. Smith signed by Warners-7
rts to sing the title tune on the
lm "The Learning Tree," the first
>und track stint for the Columbia
ftist.
«
Mike Coolidge, George Costello and
ffl olumbia
Record Productions now at
fff
ieir new location — 6430 Sunset.
Tune dealing with the recent (and
G f •Trent) oil leak off the California
'ast is one of the most performed
Jw disks in the Ventura-Santa Barb"a area. It's on MTA Records and
;atures Arthur
(of
all
people)
odfrey. Like the slick — it could
)r
ead. Title — "Santa
Barbara
old."
Tower has a "sleeper" single in
narles Ross Ill's initial side "A
ailroad Trestle in California" (oroJc
.ed by Chips Moman). It's deeped by Tower's g.m. Perry Mayer
I
the best we've ever releasj- Side was cut in Memphis, three
jys after Moman produced "From
•vis m Memphis" for Victor. "In
<e Ghetto," from the LP, sounds like
mother top tenner for Presley. Remini-ent of the great Drifters' records in
>e early 60's.
Photos apparently got switched in
|t week's column — that wasn't
B i x " as captioned but Louis Armr
°ng and friends.

Qll'Uon)

NEW YORK — Specialty record labels
have always been around,;, and judging from their longevity, are doing
fairly good business. However, it is a
rare occasion when a specialty line
emerges into the limelight. Nick Perls,
who heads up Yazoo Records, thinks
his firm is the exception to the rule,
and the current trends in music seem
to bear out his optimistic outlook.
Yazoo is fairly new to the record
racks, just now entering its third year
of operation, but its music is as old
as the hills, and in fact, comes mostly
from the hills. Yazoo's specialty is
country blues, an art popularized during the first thirty years of the century
by such legends as Son House, Big
Bill Broonzy, Skip J a m e s and Mississippi John Hurt. The label is painstakingly acquiring original recordings by these and other artists, cleaning them up (but no rechanneling) and
re-issuing them in LP form for collectors, both here and in Europe. "England is the best market so far," said

Everything is Everything
including " W i t c h i - T a i - T o '

JOLLYWOOD

'WO

Blues Label Aims At Money Market

o u r

b e s t

also

Far C,ry,
Discipline/ Madness/ Music

The Family of Apostolic
John Townley. his friends,
his f a m i l y .
VSD 7 9 3 0 1 / 2

VSD 6 5 1 0

Boa Constrictor
and A Natural Vine
George and Ben
in a T r i b a l / C i t y Experience.
VSD 6511

Buy all these records
to hear the Vanguard
Apostolic sound

Var^gua

l i l m

picked
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Capitol Kicks Off RCA Sets Hartford LP Promo
YORK — RCA Records has set This Long."
Calif. Quake Drive NEW
up a 14 city promotion tour for conIn addition to touring with the
LOS ANGELES — This week (28) will
see the beginning of Cap'tol Records'
8-day national promotion in which the
label will observe California's "falling
off into the ocean earthquake" with a
$120,000 sales campaign.
The promotion, which will back seven best-selling Capitol albums, will be
highlighted by a naif-million, "Goodbye California" four-color posters that
will be distributed free to consumers
through record stores throughout the
country. The posters show a crumbling California and beneath it are the
names of hundreds of prominent citizens who live in the State and the
words: "Goodbye California."
Capitol will also spend $75,000 on Top
40 radio air-time during the eight
days. The spots, which were produced
by Capitol, will air in 23 markets
across the country. However, several
stations, including KHJ-Los Angeles,
have refused to run them because of
the theme and content of the commercials which poke fun at the fact that
the state will soon "slip off into the
ocean."
According to A1 Davis, Capitol's pop
album manager, the label will try to
find a home tor seven albums — Romeo & Juliet" (soundtrack), "Happy
Track," Quicksilver Messenger Service; "20/20," the Beach Boys; "I
Have Dreamed," the Lettermen; "James Taylor;" "Postcard," Mary Hopkin; and "Sons Of Chaplin" — before
California takes its "big trip."

RCA Signs Lighthouse,
13 Man Canadian Group
NEW YORK — Lighthouse, a 13 man
exploratory rock group from Toronto
formed recently by ex-Pauper drummer Skip Prokop, has been signed by
RCA Records. Norm Racusin, division
vice president and general manager
said "we are continually seeking performers who not only mirror the musical times but who will also forge forward making the music of tomorrow.
Lighthouse, with its string and brass
quartets surrounding a rock nucleus,
is blazing a musical path to the future." Bidding for the group is believed
to have been heavy.
Lighthouse, who draw their sounds
from virtually every music form including rock, jazz, blues, country and
third stream, made its professional
debut in mid-March with a seven-hour
concert at the Rock Pile in Toronto
and followed with its initial U.S. appearance at the Boston Pop Festival.
RCA will release the group's first album in May, accompanied by a major
promotion, advertising, merchandising
campaign.
Since leaving the Paupers, Prokop
played on the A1 Kooper and Mike
Bloomfield "Super Session" LP and
has provided live backup for Mama
Cass, Peter, Paul and Mary and
Richie Havens, among others.

Members of the Lighthouse with arranger/pianist Paul Hoffert (center);
division vp and executive producer
Ernie Altschuler (feft); Norm Racusin, division vp and general manager
(2nd from right); and manager Vinnie
Fusco (3rd from right).

Old Town Renovated
NEW YORK — Hy Weiss has reactivated his Old Town Records operation, a major force in the Fifties and
early Sixties, with the release of
"Dirty Old Man," by R&B lark Irene
Reid, formerly with Verve. Deck has
reportedly racked up heavy initial
sales.
48

temporary
songwriter-singer-instrumentalist John Hartford on behalf of
his May album, "John Hartford." The
tour begins on May 1.
Hartford plays banjo, guitar, sitar
and fiddle on his new album which was
recorded on the West Coast with Rick
Jarrard producing. Hartford wrote all
the tunes including such titles as "Orphan of World War II," "The Poor Old
Prurient Interest Blues," and "I
Didn't Know The World Would Last

Transcontinental To Sell
Interest In Love's Ent.
NEW YORK — Transcontinental Investing Corp. is selling its interest in
Love's Enterprises, Inc. a West Coast
headquartered company, which owns
and franchises restaurants, to Churchill Industries, Inc., of Los Angeles,
for an amount totaling $6,325,000 in
cash
and convertible
debentures
according to Robert K. Lifton, president of Transcontinental.
The sale of Love's Enterprises is
jn keeping with Transcontinental's
plans to concentrate its expanding
interests in the entertainment field.
In January, Transcontinental sold its
stock in Spectrum, Ltd. a diversified
franchise company.
Transcontinental's major operation
is its involvement in the merchandising, distributing and production of
phonograph records and tapes. It recently acquired
Hurok
Concerts,
Inc., which is engaged in the management and presentation of musical
artists throughout the world. The
company also owns Evans Savings
Association which will soon become
the American Bank of Commerce, a
15 office commercial bank in Summit
County (Akron), Ohio and North
American Acceptance
Corporation.
North American owns 46 per cent of
Security Mortgage Investors (OTC),
a real estate investment Trust.
Conant Joins Board
Just elected to Transcontinental's
board of directors is Frank E. Conant,
vice chairman of the board and chair- 1
man of the executive committee of'
Cushman & Wakefield, Inc. Conant
also serves on the board of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company; Unishops,
Inc.; the Sterling Bank and Trust
Company and P. R. Mallory & Co.,
Inc. He is also a director and member
of the executive and finance committee of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc.

Patterson Heads Dot
E. C. Artist Relations
NEW YORK — Dot Records has
tabbed former RCA promo man Worthy Patterson to fill the east coast
artist relations slot, vacant since Don
Masters was elevated to branch manager of World Wide Distributors of
Boston. Patterson will be working out
of New York City and will report directly to John Rosica, the label's director of promotion and merchandising.
Patterson entered the
business
field in 1959, following a one year
stint with the St. Louis Hawks, as a
salesman with Technical Tape Corp.
and was subsequently promoted to
assistant sales manager. In 1965 he
joined RCA as an executive trainee,
working in many areas, including
manufacturing, advertising, merchandising, promotion, sales and distribution. Patterson spent the last year
as a promotion rep, headquartering
out of New York and covering New
York State, Eastern New Jersey and
Southern Connecticut, handling radio
station and artists relations.

Merco Adds 4 Outlets
NEW YORK — Merco Enterprises,
who recently had short term leases on
three Great Eastern Mills discount
centers renewed on a long term basis,
have added four additional leased departments to Great Eastern outlets.
Merco currently operates or services
122 full-sized retail record departments, 48 leased departments, 65 junior-sized departments and approximately 400 record departments in college bookstores through its Merco/
Collegiate Record division.

Smothers Brothers during the s u m m e r
of 1968, Grammy Award winner Hartford shared the national television
spotlight with fellow artist Glen Campbell on "The Summer Brothers Smothers Show," and currently appears as a
regular on "The Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour."
The cities Hartford will visit are:
San Francisco (including a three day
appearance at the Circle Star Theatre)
May 1-5; Chicago (6-7); Milwaukee
(8); Cleveland (9-10); Pittsburgh (13);
Philadelphia (14); Baltimore-Washington (15) and Boston/Providence/
Hartford on the 16th through the 20th.
On May 20, 21 and 22, Hartford will
be in Nashville to tape an appearance
for a forthcoming Johnny Cash Show.
After May 22, Hartford will be in New
York for approximately one week for
press and promotion.

Bios tor
Dee
Jays
Bob Dylan

Big Push For
Lenny Bruce LP
NEW YORK — Warner Bros.-Seven
Arts Records recently released a two
record package, "Lenny Bruce—The
Berkeley Concert," on the Reprise label through their association with
Frank Zappa's Bizarre Productions,
and the set, which carries social satirist Bruce's last concert performance
is being pushed by Reprise via a campaign aimed at both the underground
and the 'straight' markets. The campaign includes Bruce giveaways, posters and bumper stickers, and Reprise
has even made a tie-in with Ballentine
Books for thousands of copies of "The
Essential Lenny Bruce" — which is
being promoted along with the LP.
The Bruce "Berkeley" concert was
performed in February of 1966, Ralph
Gleason, one of the top music critics
in the country, and long-time friend
of Bruce, wrote the liner notes for the
album.
One promotion which is to be duplicated in weeks to come throughout the
country was held recently at the musictrecord store — The Music Revolution — in West Hollywood. During the
night hours (7-12 p.m.) a special open
house party was held honoring the late
iconoclast.
In reverence to Bruce, the disk shop
pulled all other product from its
shelves — pasted up the wall with
Bruce posters and stocked nothing but
Bruce LP's throughout the store. With
the Bruce LP on the turn tables and
sidewalk loudspeakers blaring with
regularity — hundreds of Bruce's fans
showed up.
Simultaneously, a 16mm film, which
featured Bruce during one of his enagements at Basin St. West in Sc.n
rancisco, was booked at a nearby
Cinematique to coincide with the
Bruce album push.
Although the Bruce waxing will not
meet all of the standards for full radio play — many FM stations are
spinning certain portions.

The poetry of Bob Dylan (althoi
you will get an argument from
merous English professors as
whether his lyrics can, in fact,
called poetry) has been more wid
circulated than has the work of m
American poets throughout the coi
try's history. Dylan's latest Colum
album, "Nashville Skyline," is bul!.
ing up the charts at number 20 tf
week, and attained a gold record t
fore its official release. The poetry i
this LP is simpler and more dir ;
than it has been on Dylan's previ
sets (five of which became gold i
ords), but the disk is unmistaka
Dylan, once the listener accustol
himself to the artist's new sing
style, which is less harsh than in
past and is considerably more e
nomical and graceful. Whether or
Dylan continues in this new man
is uncertain. What is certain is thai
will never be uninteresting.

Joan Baez

f

Request Names
More Distribs
NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. — Request
Records, noted for its extensive international catalog, has appointed additional distributors to handle the line.
They are: C&C Stone (a division of
Transcontinental Music Corp.), San
Francisco; Summit Dist., Chicago;
and Merit Music Dist., Detroit.
These distributors have been added
to the RCA distributors, who decided
to keep handling after the firm cancelled their distribution agreement
with RCA. Recently announced new
distributors are also • Alpha (New
York) and A&L (Philadelphia).
H. J. Lengsfelder, president of the
company, announced that he will appoint distributors for the few areas
left in the first part of May, when he
returns from Europe. His return will
coincide with the releases of a new
series, called "Austria,
Bulgaria,
France, Greece, Hungary,
Israel,
Turkey, Yugoslavia". To this series,
packaged in an attractive format, will
be shortly added music from some
other countries.
The distributors that have been
handling the line since January report brisk business.

Born in Staten Island in 1941, J
Baez eventually moved with her f<
ly to Boston where she participate
the folk boom which took place tl
in the early '60's. She made a succ
ful first appearance at the 1959 $
port Folk Festival, and her Vangi
albums have been heavy sellers. " j
Day Now," her current LP, whic
still on the charts, has been as hig
Top 40. This 2-record set features
artist singing the songs of Bob D>
A single taken from the pack
"Love Is Just A Four Letter Wo
is number 84 on the Top 100 this w
Active in the civil rights cause and
peace movement, the artist maint
a school for non-violent protest in
mel, California. Her first book, an £
biographical, impressionistic acc
entitled "Daybreak" was an alter
selection by the Literary Guild.

Musicor To Release
Its 1st Stereo Single
NEW YORK — The first stereo s:
from Musicor Records, "Happy,
ble," by the Tingling Mothers Ci:
has been announced by the label,
will be released shortly.
Cash Box — May 3 969
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TODAY — Bobby Goldsboro — United Artists
UAS 6704
Bobby Goldsboro should have no difficulty
getting plenty of mileage out of his latest
LP venture. The set contains his recent hit,
"Glad She's A Woman," as well as his latest
chart item, " I ' m A D r i f t e r , " and the rest of
the material is bound to please his fans. Be
sure to have plenty of copies of this package
in stock. It's certain to become a big seller in
the immediate future.

THE WINDMILLS OF YOUR MIND — Billy
Vaughn — Dot DLP 25937
Always a good seller, Billy Vaughn w i l l add
yet another link to his long chain of album
successes with "The Windmills Of Your
Mind." The famed orchesua leader and
arranger offers a dozen selections, among
them the title tune, "Wichita Lineman,"
"Promises, Promises" and " Y o u Gave Me
A Mountain." Good programming fare for
middle-of-the-road outlets, this album will
take its place in the Billy Vaughn section of
many record stores.

BROTHER LOVE'S TRAVELLING SALVATION SHOW — Neil Diamond — Uni 73047
Vet rock star Neil Diamond has hit big
with his current single, "Brother Love's
Travelling Salvation Show," and this album
of the same name should be the chanter's
biggest set to date. The new Diamond sound,
in the formative stages since his move to
Uni last year, reaches fruition on the album.
"And The Grass Won't Pay No Mind," a
heavy and haunting love ballad, could pull
lots of play and emerge as a single effort.

HARPERS BIZARRE 4 — Harpers Bizarre —
Warner Bros./Seven Arts WS 1784
Harpers Bizarre, a four-man pop group,
here offers its distinctive brand of smooth,
easy going, gentle sounds on an album of
twelve tunes, four of which were penned by
members of the act. Selections on the set
include "Soft Soundin' Music," "Knock On
Wood," Lennon and McCartney's "Blackbird," and the title song from the film "I
Love You, Alice B. Toklas." Many listeners
should get a great deal of pleasure from this
LP.
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LAST EXIT — Traffic — United Artists
UAS 6702
Traffic has now broken up, and the very
fact of the group's split insures substantial
sales for this set. It's the last time fans will
be able to enjoy buying a new Traffic LP,
and there are enough devotees of the group
to make the package an easy hit. Half of the
disk was recorded hi the studio and the other
half was waxed live at the Fillmore West.
Both halves spell success for the album.

DREAM — Mills Brothers
Dot DLP 25927
The suave professionalism of the Mills
Brothers, the trademark of that act for so
many years, is everywhere in evidence on
this LP. With an eye towards contemporary
material, the Mills Brothers glide smoothly
through such items as "The Straight Life,"
Jim Webb's "Didn't We," "The Jimtown
Road," "Baby Dream Your Dream" (from
the Broadway show "Sweet Charity"), and
the title track. Followers of the Mills Brothers
should be delighted by this set.

25 MILKS: — • Edwin Starr — Gordy SG940
Edwin Starr, absent from the singles scene
since his "Double-O-Soul" outing awhile
back, bounced back in a big way with the
title tune of his new album, a current Top
10 item. The LP itself features an even dozen
tunes from various writers in the Motown
fold, including one hit oldie, "You Beat Me
To The Punch." Other strong numbers include
"Backyard Lovin' Man" and "He Who Picks
A Rose."

REMEMBER THE WIND AND THE RAIN —
Jaime Brockett — Oracle ORS 701
Folk singer Jaime Brockett's first album
introduces an artist who is brimming with
talent. He sings seven beautiful pieces which
are lyrical and restrained, including the title
cut, and there are two uptempo selections,
both of which are biting satires S B ' T a l k i n g
Green Beret New Super Yellow Hydraulic
Banana Teeny Bopper Blues," a put-down
of "The Ballad Of The Green Berets," and
"Legend Of The U.S.S Titanic," in which
Brockett, who co-wrote the number, offers
his own individual cause for the sinking of
that ship. A most intriguing LP.

'op Best Bets.
YEARS GONE BY — Albert King — Stax
STS 2010
Albert King, one of the country's heavy
blues guitarists and vocalists, has been gaining increased recognition over the last year,
with a corresponding pickup in album sales.
With the blues craze still short of its peak,
King's latest effort should be in for strongerthan-usual sales. This set mixes several traditional blues pieces, such as "Killing Floor,'
with some new black blues numbers from the
talented Stax writing stable, plus two King
originals.

3UITARS
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INDIAN LOVE CALL — Exotic Guitars —
Ranwood R8051
The Exotic Guitars are back with another
strong offering to the good music market,
and with the exception of Jim Webb s
"Galveston," a recent Glen Campbell hit, the
program consists entirely of standards.
Among the tunes that get the lush, instrumental with chorus reading are the title tune,
"Petite Fleur," "La Paloma," "Vaya Con
Dios," "Moon River," "Red Roses For A
Blue Lady" and "Pearly Shells." Good sales
for this series should continue.

the
very
bestof
Jerry
Butler

THE VERY BEST OF JERRY BUTLER —
Buddah BDS 4001
Buddah recently acquired a batch of recordings that belonged to the old Vee Jay
label, and among those recordings, in addition to material by noted bluesmen John
Lee Hooker and Jimmy Reed, were cuts
by Jerry Butler. The famed R&B singer is
showcased in a host of fine sides including
such hits as "He Will Break Your Heart,"
"For Your Precious Love," "Moon River"
and "Find Another Girl." Butler's current
popularity should make this set a sizeable
seller.
ALIVE! — Nitty Gritty Dirt Band — Liberty
LST7611
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, is, indeed,
alive, as the listener will easily discover
upon hearing this live recording of the act's
performance at the Troubador in Los Angeles.
On a buoyant, romping set, the Band lets fly
with its while-back chart item, "Buy For Me
The Rain;" "Crazy Words, Crazy Tunes;"
"Foggy Mountain Breakdown;" an original
tune, "Fat Boys (Can Make It In Santa
Monica);" and a devastating put on of 1950's
rock 'n' roll, "Good-Night, My Love, Pleasant
Dreams." Lots of high-spirited fun on this
LP.

Ill
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ELEPHANT MOUNTAIN — Youngbloods —
RCA LSP 4150
The Youngbloods have gone through several
recent changes, one of which has turned the
former quarter into a trio. For older fans,
their return to the recording scene after a
long absence should be highly welcomed, while
the new directions they pursue on this set
should serve as a strong introduction to progressive rock fans. "Darkness, Darkness" is
a strong opener for a high-sales potential set.

MAN — Columbia CS 9803
Man could rack up nice spins and sale f
with its debut LP. The group (Supa, lee' P
guitar, acoustical guitar and vocals; Denn IJ
Belline, rhythm guitar, electric piano and v ft
cals; Richie Cardenas, bass and vocal:!
Gilbert Slavin, organ, piano, harpsichoij
and flute; and Anthony Krasinski, drum;
percussion and harmonica) has a sound th; „•.
could appeal to a host of disk buyers. B<
Johnston produced the LP

THE TARTAGLIAN THEOREM — Tartaglia
— Capitol ST 166
This interesting offering from
(John
Andrews) Tartaglia employs a Moog Synthesizer in various places in addition to regular
instruments, and it could be called a progressive middle-of-the-road album. The Moog
is used tastefully to complement the contemporary, yet lush, orchestral re-arrangements
of such unusual tunes as "I Am The Walrus,"
"Light My Fire" and "America" (the Simon
& Garfunkel tune), as well as other recent
'straight' pop hits. Could catch a considerable
amount of attention.

THIS HAPPY FEELING — Marlene
Planck — Mounted M 114
Songstress Marlene Ver Planck rende
eleven pop melodies in lilting, sparklii
fashion. The lark's professionalism is wi
ningly evident in such tunes as the title sor
"How Can I Be Sure," "The More I See You
and Steve Allen's "Go Fly A Kite." Wi
plenty of material for good music outle
here, this could be just the album to car
Miss Ver Planck to nationwide sales succe:

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY —
Columbia GP-8
A specially-priced two-record set serves as
the introduction to the Chicago Transit Authority, an inventive seven-man blues/rock based
group from the city of the same name. Although the group was produced by BS&T
producer James Guercio, uses a horn section
and shows some jazz orientation, their approach to music is on a different plane from
BS&T and should be judged accordingly. Our
judgement: this set could develop into a
potent item.

FAUN — Gregar GG 70000
Faun, a rock group based in San Francis
could attract considerable attention with t
package of rich, sensuous sounds. Hig
appealing vocal and instrumental work ch
acterizes the set, and there is a haunt,
quality to much of the music. James Trum
Faun's lead singer wrote nine of the tun
and co-wrote the two others on the LP w
group member George Tickner. Among
fine tracks are "Yes I'm Really Lonef
"Velvet Pillows And Crystal Dreams," "Lo
ing For Sunshine," and "I Asked My Mothe

• '•.-.jmtMliiiiMM
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SOMEWHERE BEFORE

KEITH JARRETT TRIO

MONK'S BLUES — Thelonious Sphere M o n k Columbia SC 9806
Jazz pianist Thelonious Monk, backed solidly by a big band, is in fine form on his latest
LP, and should be rewarded by a host of jazz
disk buyers. Oliver Nelson, who conducted
the band, also wrote the arrangements, and
the set's producer, Teo Macero, penned two
of the selections. Monk wrote the other seven
tunes. Here, for the jazz listener's delectation,
are such items as "Let's Cool One," "Reflections," "Consecutive Seconds," and "Straight,
No Chaser."

SOUL—O! — Oscar Peterson — Presi
PRST 7595
Jazz pianist Oscar Peterson interprets r •
jazz tunes in graceful, swinging style. Cla H
and sharpness permeate his performance.Jtf
such standards as "Someone To Watch Cjr
Me," "Body And Soul," "Bye Bye, B U l
bird," "I Should Care," and "Take Tlx A
Train." Jazz aficiandos should soon be b B
ing a fast path to their record shops for s
one.

SOMEWHERE BEFORE — Keith Jarrett
Trio — Vortex 2012
Bob Dylan's " M y Back Pages," performed
in a vein reminiscent of "Cast Your Fate To
The Wind," serves as a potent introduction
to jazz pianist Keith Jarrett. With the exception of the Dylan tune and the standard
"Dedicated To You," the songs of this set are
all Jarrett originals. One of the more lyrical
new pianists on the scene, Jarrett is quickly
building a reputation and should do good
business with this album, which features
bassist Charlie Haden and drummer Paul
Motian.

BUCKET'S GOT A HOLE IN IT — Art Hoi H«$
Barney Bigard, All Star Stompers — Delm
DS 211
Here's a fine album of traditional jazz "
should appeal to many listeners. Art Hc&s
on piano, Barney Bigard on clarinet, and ®
All Star Stompers featuring Nap Trottierpj
trumpet, George Brunis on trombone, l l
Wilson on bass and Barrett Deems on dru [|?
serve up eight pleasing tracks in a style 1j 1
is old only in time. The set merits car '
attention.

CitMssicai Picks.
W
STRAUSS: 19 EARLY SONGS — Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau, Gerald Moore-Angel S 36483
Nineteen of Richard Strauss' early songs
are given sensitive and disciplined interpretations on this album by Dietrich FiscnerDieskau, one of the finest contemporary baritones. The LP contains the complete Opp. 10
(8 songs), 15 (5 songs) and 17 (6 songs), including "Zueignung," "Die Nacht," "Allerseelen," "Heimkehr" and "Standchen." FischerDieskau's accompanist, pianist Gerald Moore,
acquits himself admirably. Devotees of German lieder will welcome this set.
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B u n l o n e voice

SHERRILL MILNES

THE BARITONE VOICE — Sherrill Mi
— RCA LSC 3076
Metropolitan Opera baritone Sherrill Mi]!
makes his debut recital recording with 11
album. Milnes is an excellent singer, amj
offers a wide variety of material on this J
Handel, Verdi, Rossini, Wagner, Offenfc"
Tchaikovsky and Puccini are all represeiP
and the album concludes with an impress
excerpt from a modern opera, Levy's Meg
ing Becomes Electra." Milnes is well supp *
by the New Philharmonia Orchestra, A;If
Guadagno, conductor.

Cash Box — May 3,

1Slues Father W.C. Handy Major

Liberty Shifts To Internal Publicity;
igure In Memphis 150th Anniv. Appoints Marty Hoffman As Director

1EMPHIS — W.C. Handy, the legenary "Father of the Blues," is emering as one of the dominant figures
- a f Memphis, Tennessee's year-long
I irthday celebration. Handy, along
vjth Hernando De Soto and Andrew
I ackson, appears in profile on a
I pecial medallion authorized by ConK' ress for the Memphis Anniversary,
I nd the blues giant will also have his
d i.. icture on a U.S. Postage Stamp, the
a, ® irst honoring a black musician or
Dri'-I omposer.
"JBKM
-ai?!.!
aula The highest accolade of the Memphis
voj '.irthday year for Handy comes on
Jsittl U11V
une U,
8, when the first . annual W.C.
,
landy Blues Festival climaxes three
ays of music dedicated to the birth
nd history of the blues.
Scheduled for Sunday evening, from
:00 to 8:00 p.m., the Festival will
pen with gospel and country blues.
Tie middle portion will
feature
hythm-and-blues; and the third segnent, soul and the Memphis Sound.
Three Goals
Memphis Sesquicentennial, Inc., a
on-profit corporation that is putting
ogether Memphis' birthday celebraioii, sees three goals for the Handy
'estival. First, it will memorialie Handy and his work. Second, it
/ill attract international attention to
heir city as "The Birthplace of the
Slues" and as the lively home of the
lemphis Sound. Third, it will raise
unds to establish national scholarhips in Handy's name.

Aurphy To Minit/Veep
n Southern Promotion
Franca
n w i l JEW YORK — Bill Murphy has been
Is. E l ppointed to the post of southern rework ,ional promotion manager for Minit
a haic | nd Veep, the R&B labels of Liberty/
esTrd IA, Inc. it was announced last week

the K ,y A1 Riley, coordinator of product
nd promotion for Minit/Veep.
An* Murply, whose home is in Atlanta,
y Lod /ill cover the territory between Atns," "I anta and Miami on behalf of the dual
[y Mtl abel product. Current records that
ie will be touting in the area are:
ke & Tina Turner's " I Want To Do
ill I Can"; "Love The Time Is N o w "
iy Bobby Womack; "Grow, Grow,
irow" the latest f r o m Anthony & the
mperials and the Popular Five's
'Baby, I've Got I t . "
Prd 'i He was formerly an on-the-air radio
lersonality for two years at. station
VOKS in Columbus, Georgia and has
terra
lone extensive independent promotion
m l
format- ind public relations work.
Watclj
1 1

When it comes to a festival built
on the history of the blues, Memphians
have no trouble finding a starting
place. Old-time Beale Street bluesmen
— contemporaries of Handy — have
agreed to lend a matchless and almost
forgotten skill that will die with them,
and a younger talent, Carla Thomas,
Stax Records Memphis soul chantress,
will perform, as will her father, Rufus
Thomas. Rufus' career covers blues,
rock and soul. His biggest hits have
been "The Dog" and "Walking the
Dog."
4th Blues Fest
On Friday preceeding the Handy
Festival, the Memphis Country Blues
Society will present the fourth annual
Memphis Country Blues Festival in
the City's outdoor Overton Park Shell.
Plans call for bringing in a top rock
group on Saturday to round out the
three days of musical activity.
The Memphis Medallion that bear's
Handy's likeness is the first of its
kind produced by the U.S. Mint —
and that took some doing. Odds for
success with the Handy stamp were
one in two hundred, considering the
thousands of requests that the Post
Office receives each year for various
subjects. Running up against a Post
Office policy barring stamps for city
anniversaries, Memphians pushed in
another direction. Since Memphis is
"The City Where the Blues Was Born,"
Sesquicentennial
planners
decided
that Handy would be a fine subject
for a birthday stamp. The musician
composed his immortal "Memphis
Blues," "Beale Street Blues," "Yellow
Dog Blues" and "The St. Louis Blues"
while living in Memphis when Beale
Street was in its heyday.
A national letter-writing campaign
and the intervention of leaders in public and private life was successful.
The Handy stamp will be issued in
Handy Park, on Beale Street, on May
17. It will be the first U.S. Postage
stamp recognizing a modern,, uptempo form of music, as well as the
first honoring a black musician or
composer.

Marty TorbertTo
Decca As Assistant
To Frank Mancini

I

(athy MacAuley Joins MGM
To Direct Underground PR;
;oon be|
ibopstt Gerry Rubin Into Promotion
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NEW YORK ==s Decca Records' promotion director, Frank Mancini, has
named Marty Torbert as his staff
assistant
Born in Allentown, Pennsylvania,
Torbert is a graduate of the University of Scranton. He was a member
of the folk-rock group, the Druids, and
had the opportunity of traveling
around the country meeting with radio
station personnel and the like. He also
did much of the writing for the group,
which had to disband because several
were drafted into the army. During
his fifteen month tour of duty in Korea,
Torbert was assigned to Special Services in which capacity he performed
at bases and outposts from November
of 1967 to March of 1969.
Torbert will headquarter at Decca s
national offices, 445 Park Avenue New
York City, reporting directly to Mancini.
.

Roulette To Distribute
Passman's Strobe Label
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Kathy MacAuley
' ash Box - May 3, 1969

Henry Marks Named
Professional Mgr.,
Of WB-7 Arts Music

Chianti To Tower Promo
NEW YORK — Tower Records has
added Tom Chianti to the promotional staff. Prior to his appointment at
Tower, Chianti was an indie promo
man. He will cover the east coast
area for the company.
Tower also revealed that Rich Sargent has resigned from the label to
return to Buffalo, and that he will
announce his new position shortly.

Antoon Leaves Imperial
LOS ANGELES — John Antoon has
resigned his post as promotion director of Imperial Records. He has been
with Liberty Records, Inc., of which
the Imperial label is a division, for
three and one-half years. He will
announce his plans for the future
shortly.

Fred DeMann Leaves
VP &GM Post At Kent

Bve.
Take!

^EW YORK — Kathy MacAuley has
oined MGM Records as director of
inderground publicity for the M G M
and Verve/Forecast labels, and Gerry
Oubin, who previously held the post,
Mil now concentrate on promotion of
— Art B Jnderground product.
„ Kathy MacAuley is a graduate of
•s-V* Sarah
Lawrence College, where she
Tajored in mythology. Prior to joinonal l j ng MGM Records she worked in
•s. M •neatre photography and as a fashion
rinet. 9 -oordinator.
ibiipj
Gerry Dubin, a graduate of the
omboW:
American University in Washington,
l i f t s ® D-C., majored in marketing ana research. His duties w i l l entail contactments
ng progressive rock radio stations,
•"P night spots and haunts and everyone connected with the "underground"
scene.

LOS ANGELES — Marty Hoffman, to joining Liberty in 1965, was with
formerly director of creative services Walt Disney Productions where he
for United Artists Records, has been wrote and directed children's story
named publicity director for Liberty/ albums. Klein has held posts with
U.A. Inc. In his old post. Hoffman Dick Clark's "Happening '68" and
was responsible for U.A. publicity ad- Hullabaloo Magazine.
Mendell stressed that the dynamic
vertising and merchandising. Under
the new alignment of functions, Hoff- and diversified nature of the Liberty/
man's sole area of responsibility will UA structure necessitated a totally
be P.R., an area of growing impor- internal publicity operation.
tance to the Liberty/UA complex.
In making the announcement, Liberty/UA vice president Lee Mendell said
The increasing importance of printed
media as a tool of marketing has demonstrated to us the continuing need for
a constant program of consumer communications, administered by experienced executives and coordinated to
achieve the aims of corporate manj
agement.''
'IvflKBpflj
At the same time, Mendell designated Richard Oliver, artist relations
director at the home office in L.A.,
to coordinate P.R. activities with Hoffman, who will continue to headquarter
at the company's New York office.
Assisting Oliver in his expanded duties
Hoffman, Oliver, Klein, & Mendell
will be Jerry Klein, who recently
joined the company.
Hoffman, active in the record industry since 1956, held posts, with
Decca and Mercury prior to joining
United Artists in 1968. Oliver, prior

NEW YORK — Roulette Records has
acquired the distribution rights to Ray
Passman's Strobe Records. According
to Morris Levy, Roulette president,
the label will handle all future product
on Strobe, starting with
Lollipop
by the Penny Candy Machine.

NEW YORK — Fred DeMann has resigned as vice president and general
manager of Kent, Modern and Bright
Orange Records (formerly Power).
During his fourteen-month tenure
he discovered, signed and recorded
the Pacific Gas and Electric Co.,
whose initial LP on the Bright Orange
label made the charts. He also produced two records on R&B chartmaker Z.Z. Hill. DeMann was responsible for re-packaging Kents vast
blues catalogue and releasing several
LP's from it. Among them is a soon
to be released series called "Anthology
of the Blues." He stated that his reasons for leaving were differences in
attitudes and ideas concerning the
growth and direction of the company.

Bernstein Office To
Manage Rhinoceros
NEW YORK § Rhinoceros, recently
on the charts with "Apricot Brandy,"
(Elektra), have been signed by Billy
Fields, together with Sid Bernstein,
to a management pact. Move further
entrenches the growing Bernstein organization as one of the leading independent artists' representatives in
the business.
The seven-man group, which features former members of the Iron
Butterfly, Buffalo Springfield and the
Mothers Of Invention, has also seen
success with their initial album, and
has been drawing strong notices for
their live appearances.
Fields indicated that he and Bernstein have already begun laying the
foundation for the group's future
growth, coordinating with Elektra
down the line.

NEW YORK — Henry Marks has been
promoted at Warner Bros .-7 Arts Music to the post of professional manager.
George Lee, vice president
and
general manager of the firm, made
the announcement last week.
In his new position, Marks reports
to Max Kendrick, professional manager of special projects. Kendrick's
functions have been enlarged to include responsibilities in connection
with foreign licensees.

Bill Graham Is RCA's
New Field Sales Mgr.
NEW Y 0 R K 2 S R C A Records has appointed Bill Graham manager of field
sales. Announcement was made by
Jack Burgess, division vice president,
commercial sales, who said the appointment is effective May 1.
Graham, who for the past year had
been RCA's western district sales and
promotion manager, with headquarters in Los Angeles, has come to New
York to replace Allan Clark who last
week announced his resignation to pursue personal business interests.
Named to replace Graham as western district saleg and promotion manager is Dick Maxwell, who until now
has been RCA's field sales representative in San Francisco. Moving from
Los Angeles to San Francisco as field
sales representative will be Charlie
Rice, while Bill Gartland takes over
from Rice as field sales representative
located in Los Angeles.
Also reporting directly to Graham in
addition to Maxwel are eastern district sales and promotion manager,
Frank O'Donnell, New York; southern
district sales and promotion manager,
Vito Blando, Atlanta; and central district sales and promotion manager,
Bob Krueger, Chicago.
Graham joined RCA in 1961 as a
special markets representative in the
Southeast. Prior to that, he was a
sales representative for Capitol Records. He was also at one time manager of the record division of McDonald Brothers of Memphis.

Bill Graham
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JACK GREENE (Decca 32490)
Statue Of A Fool (2:48) (Sure-Fire BMI — Crutchfield)
A fine ballad is Jack Greene's latest effort. Although strongly pop, "Statue
Of A Fool" should appeal to his many fans. Flip: "There's More To Love"
(2:15) (Jaray BMI -gjHunt, B. Greene)
JIMMY NEWMAN (Decca 32484)
Boo Dan (2:23) (Newkeys BMI — Hall)
A thumping cajun disk from the pen of Tom T. Hall should be a successful chart item for chanter Jimmy Newman. Flip: "Surrounded By Your Love"
(2:37) (Newkeys BMI — Baham, Newman)

( Newcomer

Picks

J

CLAY HART (Metromedia 119)
Spring (2:57) (Motola ASCAP?— Tipton)
Newcomer; Clay Hart should have a big hit on his hands with "Spring."
Powerful lyrics and fine production makes for a tune destined to see immediate action. Flip: "Child Of The Wind" (2:29) (Easy Listening ASCAP —
Hart)

c

CAL SMITH (Kapp 994)
It Takes Me All Night Long (1:53)
(Forrest Hills BMI — Stewart, Eldridge)
Good sounding disk could see action.
Flip: "Daddy's Arms" (2:40) (Snyder
ASCAP — Thornhill)
GLENN BARBER (Hickory 1533)
Gonna Make My Mama Proud Of Me
(2:30) (Acuff-Rose BMI — Barber)
Bouncy self-penner could attract
attention. Flip: "You Can't Get Here
From There'' (2:55) (Slick Norris,
Crazy Cajun BMI — Barber)
ED BRUCE (Monument 1138)
Everybody Wants To Get To Heaven
(2:27) (Pamper BMI — Bruce) Fine
tune, may get plenty of spins. No flip
information available.

J

BONNIE GUITAR (Dot 17249)
I'll Meet You In Denver (2:46) (Three
BMI — Moeller) Pretty ballad deserves to be heard. Flip: "Perfect
Stranger" (2:48) (Tree BMI ® Braddock)
HAL WILLIS (Wayside 45-002)
Everybody's Got Troubles (2:37)
Bay BMI — H & C Willis)
toe-tapper stands a chance.
"Right Where You Want Me"
(Lowery BMI — H & G Willis)

(Back
Lively
Flip:
(2:52)

ONIE WHEELER (K-Ark 914)
You Got It (2:02) (Stringtown BMI Wheeler)
Traditional country disk could find
appeal. Flip: "Paint Pretty Pictures"
(2:01) (Smokey SESAC;;^ Crow, E.
Nelson, C. Nelson)
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•

$25 for a full year (52 weeks) subscription (United
States, Canada, Mexico)
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YOUR SQUAW IS ON
THE WARPATH
CARROLL COUNTY
ACCIDENT
ONLY THE LONELY
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CHARLEY PRIDE IN PERSON
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STAND BY YOUR MAN
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•

$55 for a full year (Airmail other countries)
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•

$35 for a full year (Steamer mail other countries)
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I TAKE A LOT OF PRIDE
IN WHAT I AM
UNTIL MY DREAMS
COME TRUE
I WALK ALONE
SHE WEARS MY RING
SONGS OF THE
YOUNG WORLD

10

SONGS MY FATHER
LEFT ME
JUST THE TWO OF US
Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton
(RCA Victor LPM/LSP4039)
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BEST OF LYNN ANDERSON
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WITH LOVE FROM LYNN

in

Lynn Anderson (Chart 1013)
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fce

(Capitol SKAO 145)

8

YOU GAVE ME A MOUNTAIN
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Johnny Bush (Stop 10008)

24

Ma

MY OWN PECULIAR WAY

fell

Willie Nelson (RCA Victor LSP4111)
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25
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26

D-l-V-O-R-C-E
FADED LOVE &
WINTER ROSES

I

STR

Carl Smith (Columbia 9786)
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Tammy Wynette (Epic 26392)

(Irs

KAY
JohnWt. Iiy Ryles
(Columbia 9788)

28
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JUST HOLD MY HAND
Johnny & Jonie Mosby (Capitol ST 170)
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29

Hank Williams Jr. (MGMSE 4621)
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MY WOMAN'S GOOD
TO ME
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Eddy Arnold (RCA Victor LSP4110)
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Marty Robbins (Columbia CS9725)
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Jeannie C. Riley (Plantation PLP2)
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Ray Price (Columbia CS 9733)
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JUST TO SATISFY YOU

Jack Greene (Decca DL 75086)
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Chart (CHS1009)

Merle Haggard (Capitol SKAO168)

$45 for a full year (Airmail United States, Canada,
Mexico)

YEARBOOKS AND
YESTERDAYS

Glen Campbell (Capitol S/ST103)

9
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PUBLISHER
RECORD C O

WICHITA LINEMAN

h

16

(RCA Victor LSP4112)

7

Tammy Wynette (Epic BN 26451)

DEALER
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David Houston (Epic BN 26432)

(RCA Victor SLP4094)

I AM A

m
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Waylon Jennings (RCA Victor LSP4137)

Sonny James (Capitol ST 193)

(Check One)
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Ambassador Records, a subsidiarl
of Synthetic Plastics Co., plans t l
develop its Mountain Dew divisio 11
into a major C&W label. Schedule
for fall release is a complete LP lim
featuring the Nashville Country Bras; I
the Nashville Country Guitars and th { si
Nashville Country Piano . . . Lyn
Phillips, long time girl-friday to Par
Cohen at Kapp and ABC, has joins I
Chart Records Nashville staff. Jc
Gibson, formerly professional manage i
for Yonah and Peach Music, has bee!
appointed national promotion directi i
for Chart and Musictown Records . .
Northland Records has signed Jii,
mie Powers, Steve Amm, Loretta Ka
Troy Tipton and Don Hood . . . Jol
C. Bradford, president of John '
Bradford Productions, Inc., Hollywoo
has appointed Eddie Crandall as vi<
i
president
and
general
manage
s
Crandall will supervise production
0
"From Nashville With Music", tl
i
company's
first
film
productio
Filmed in Technicolor on location
M
the Grand Ole Opry, the flick featur
some 38 C&W hits sung by Mar'
(i
Robbins, Buck Owens, Carl Smith ai
ii li
many other recording artists
Buddy Killen, executive vice preside I B
of Tree International, recently dc
ned his A&R hat for single sessio
on Joe Tex and Doug Kershaw. K
len is also busy cutting albums
Jack Reno and Bonnie Guitar . .
Governor John A. Love of Colora
will proclaim June 9-14 as Colora
Country Music Week . . . Manni
Slater, president of Hercules Bros
casting Company's
KRAK Rat
Sacramento, has announced the £
pointment of John M. McRae as vi
president in charge of sales . . I• SI

2

Loretta Lynn (Decca DL 75084)

5

Be Sure To Check Business Classification Above!
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THE HOLY LAND

Porter Wagoner
(RCA Victor LSP4116)

•

NAME
FIRM .
ADDRESS
CITY

5

Johnny Cash (Columbia KSC 9726)

4

*w

10019

GALVESTON
Glen Campbell (Capitol ST210) '

today/

LP session for Royal American. . , I
RCA artists Archie Campbell an L
Lorene Mann are slated for WSOP'll
"Shower Of Stars" show July 12, i f
Salt Lake City . . . Capitol chantel
Merle Haggard has just complete f
an album featuring twenty of Jimmi •
Rodgers greatest tunes.

CgtM^ Top Country Albums
1

why not mail this coupon
CASH BOX
1780 BROADWAY

Kapp recording artist LeRoy Van
Dyke has been set to be the star attraction at the National Junior Chamber of Commerce convention May 9,
at Jeckyll Island, Georgia . . . Monument Records chanter Henson Cargill
has just completed video taping at
television station WLWT in Cincinnati,
Ohio, on a pilot TV'er billed as the
modern country sound version of the
"Mid-Western Hayride." Cargill is
scheduled to begin full production in
May on the weekly program with the
first program of the series set for viewing in August over the AVCO Network.
Guest artists appearing on- the pilot
along with Cargill were Mary Taylor
and Kenny Price . . . Buck Owens was
honored recently in Bakersfield, by
California governor Ronald Reagan. In
presenting the title of Country Music
Ambassador of Goodwill for the State
of California to Owens, Reagan cited
the entertainer for his contributions
as a singer, composer and businessman . . . . Rex Allen will leave this
week for a series of personal appearances- at U.S. Army and Air Bases
around the Frankfurt, Germany area.
Speedy Haworth, Allen's lead Guitarist, will accompany him . . . Sonny
James and Tom T. Hall head the list
of recent guest stars on the Stan Hitchcock Show. Produced in Nashville,
the show is currently sold in 51 markets across the U.S. . . . Country
music will receive national attention
on May 10, when ABC-TV aires the
"Hollywood
Palace."
The
show,
hosted by Roy Rogers and Dale
Evans, will feature the talents of Sonny
James, Jeannie C. Riley, the Stoney
Mountain Cloggers, Burl Ives, Irene
(Beverly Hillbillies) Ryan and George
Gobel . . . Chet Atkins, Boots Randolph and Jeannie C. Riley are set
to reign in the main room of the
Sahara Tahoe June 10-16 . . . Tompall
and the Glaser Brothers are set to
appear this week-end at the Country
Pop Folk Festival at Solidad Ranch
in Los Angeles . . . Chanter Van
Trevor has just completed his first

14

DOTTIE & DON
Dottie West & Don Gibson
(RCA Victor LSP4131)

30

fiss

ANYWHERE U.S.A.
Buckaroos (Capitol ST 194)
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